
SAM? ailit 

The ADVANCED Art 
Package For The 

SAM Coupé and élite 
“excellent... very Impressive... brilliant... 

But the fact is, SAMPaint sells itself. It has| 
levery SAM owner talking about it, it even| 
has a lot of 16-bit owners jealous! And who| 
ican blame them when we've implemented| 
falmost all the features from thelr art] 
packages and more! If you still need] 
convincing, get in touch and we'll send you| 
a list of the main features. 
"No other art package can be taken 
seriously after SAMPaint - an artist isn't! 
jan artist without it.” 

Send payment with order to:~ 

Lemmings 
Lemmings is an intriguing game in which 

Lemmings drop through a trapdoor onto 
leach screen and, as they're creatures of| 
very little brain, they need all the help they 
Jean get to survive the dangers that tie 
within, 
To assist these cuddly, yet suicidally stupid 
creatures you use your mouse (similar to a] 
Lemming but it has more buttons) or 
keyboard to select a skill from the panel of} 

‘Lemming, from the multitude on screen, to 
perform the skill. You have a strict time 
limit in which to get a required percentage 
lof the little perishers through each level. 
|A quick brain, the ability to plan ahead and 
lifetime's dedication to the Save A Lemming} 
Campaign are required to get the right} 
Lemming to perform the right action at the} 

A forgotten Blocker or a 

levery Lemming on screen, 

£a# 
> Now Available - Oh No! More Lemmings, 
100 more levels to load into original game. 
Only £14.95 (or both discs together for £30) 

fequire Either A 
ite With $12K Memory 

Softwi le fro 
ig send an SAE to the address below. 
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B.G.SERVICES 

SPECTRUM PRODUCTS 
42A MOD KIT — Converts a black +2A into a genuine +2 with standard expansion port 

This allows the PLUS D to operate properly. Includes replacement 
ROM, FIXER and full fitting instructions + manual updates. £15.50. 

THE FIXIT Converts the +3 and +2a expansion port so that some 48K add-ons will 
work. Single port version £9.50, double port version £10.50. 

VTXS000 SPECIAL OFFER - V23 direct connect modem with viewdata software 
in ROM. Version for 48K or gray #2 (+2A/+3 users need FIXIT) - £70. 

PD TAPE 01 

Dr. SCROLL 

MEMBRAN| 

Comms software for VTX5000, VTX711 and RS232s. ONLY £1.50. 

Scrolling software for VTXS000. £4.00. 

Spectrum 48K (rubber type) keyboard membranes. £6.00. 
Spectrum+ / 128K keyboard membranes £15.00. While Stocks Last 

+3PDTAPE —_+3 Utilities. Side 1 +3DOS. Side 2 CP/M files. £1.50, 

THE _RITMAN Four classic games on one DISCiPLE/PLUS D disc. Bear Bowver, 
COLLECTION Combat Zone, Cosmic Debris and Dimension Destructors. ONLY £5.00 

Also works with registered version of Z80 Spectrum Emuiator on IBM. 
‘The Last Word A full featured word-processor for the Spectrum. Includes many unique 

**'NEW** features. Supplied on tape for easy conversion to disc. ONLY £9.50 

SAM PRODUCTS 
PRO-DOS LITE Allows you to run CP/M 2.2 programs on SAM, supplied with full 

manual on disc and over IMb PD software, Special Trial Offer £12 

CP/M MANUALS Genuine CP/M 2.2 DR Manuals £6.50 

5 R PE Mo 
Z80 - New version (V3.0) of the best Spectrum emulator for your 13M compatible. 
Full Registered version £20. (version without DISCiPLE/PLUS D emulation £15). 

Upgrades £10 (full) £5 (non-DISCiPLE/PLUD D) to registered users 
Tape Interface, ready built, plugs into parallel port, £11.50 incl p&p. 

‘NEW - Mind Games disc for 280 users. - NEW 
Contains Rebelstar, Rebelstar II, Chaos, Nebula, Lasersquad and Booty. 

With instructions on disc. Need Z80 to run (see above) Only £5. 

o a VICE o 
Star, Citizen and other standard fabric ribbons re-inked for £2 each + return postage. 

Please allow 28 days for delivery. All prices include UK postage and packing. 
‘Overseas customers please add £2 on modems; PRO-DOS and +3 CP/M, add £1 on all other items. 

Please make cheques/postal orders payable to B.G Services, 

ee 
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NEWS 
Earlier this year Exeter based software 

house Revelation signed up SCADS, the 
games design package formally marketed 
by Glenco Software, The program was to 
have been re-released last spring, in time 
for the Gloucester show. 
However, Revelation have now 

revealed that, despite paying Glenco for 
the rights to the program, Glenco’s boss 
Glen Cook has persistently failed to 
honour the contract and hand over the 
stocks of manuals he holds together with 
the master discs required for duplication, 

Revelation’s M.D. Frank Broughton is 
known to be very angry about the 
situation and does not rule out legal 
action in the near future, 

CONSOLE MAGS TAKE A TUMBLE 
‘The days of the Console mags could be 

drawing to an end as their circulation 
figures drop by as much as 35% this 
year. Sega Mean Machine, one of the 
Emap Publishing stable, tops the list of 
falling sales with the massive 35% 
slump. In the meantime the other big 
publisher of games mags, Future 
Publishing, comes off little better with a 
29% fall in the sales of Sega Power. 

AMSTRAD DUMPS RETAILERS 
Amstrad has decided to pull out of high 

street retailing of its IBM compatible 
computers in order to concentrate on the 
mail-order market, 

As one of the first big manufacturers of 
cheap IBM clones, Amstrad at one time 
dominated the high-street market place, 
in particularly through the likes of 
Dixons and Comets. However, as others 
have come into the arena, Amstrad has 

seen a big reduction in its market share 
and so Amstrad now plan a massive 
advertising campaign over the next few 
months aimed directly at the home and 
small office user. 

NEW COLOUR INKJET 
Citizen have launched a new colour 

inkjet printer at a remarkable low price. 
The ProJet IIC is priced at £325 but 
should be available through the 
box-shifters at under £300. 

It comes complete with a both a colour 
and a black print head which work at 
300dpi (dots per inch) and the printer is 
described as being HP compatible. 

To find out more contact Citizen on 
0753 584111. 

NEW CARTOON STARS: 
Them loveable (but misguided) rodents 

of computer games fame are about to 
become even bigger stars. Yes, 
Lemmings are coming to the small 
screen as cartoon characters. Paygnosis, 
the Sony owned software company, has 
signed a deal with TV industry giant 
CBS to bring Lemmings to life in cartoon 
form next year. 

Already stars on almost every 
computer format (including the only 
licensed version Psygnosis have allowed = 
the SAM version from Fred Publishing) 
the TV exposure will make them even 
bigger. Their launch into TV stardom 
will be coupled with other product 
licences and more new Lemmings games. 
ST 
URGENT we need your news. Anything you 
think other people should know about. Each item 
printed earns the contributor 3 months extra 
subscription (please claim when next renewing). 

Christmas is getting close, although it 
does not seem like it in the office at the 
moment. It is warm, the heating is off, 
T've got my shirt sleeves rolled up, and it 
is nearly the end of November. Strange 
thing is I've just been reading an article 
on the fact that we are moving into 
another ice age... 
Mark Hall has asked me to pass on his 

thanks and appreciations for all the nice 
get-well cards and other messages he has 
received from readers. Mark should be 
having his operation about the time this 
issue of FORMAT gets to you, unless 
they delay things yet again. We all hope 
the operation is a success and that he is 
back to work as soon as possible. 

In the meantime, West Coast 
Computers are now running more or less 
normally having made alternative 
arrangements until Blue Alpha are back 
in business next year, There are a lot of 
people pulling real hard to make sure 
things get done. f 

For the moment we have agreed to act, 
as a clearing house for SAM repairs, so if 
your SAM goes sick give us a ring first 
and we will tell you what to do. 
A strange envelope arrived here last 

week. One’ of the envelopes we use to 
send out FORMAT, complete with the 
original Gloucester postmark, but with 
the label torn off and our address written 
on in pen, No stamp, but postmarked 
London, and containing one carefully 
torn up copy of last month's FORMAT. 
Oo err, is someone trying to tell me 
something? Perhaps we will never know. 
Still, it does make you wonder about the 
mentality of some people, 

Right, now down to better things. This 
is, of course, the Christmas issue, So it is 
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a little different to normal issues, we let 
our hair down a bit. There was to have 
been a pull-out Games FORMAT 
supplement in this issue, but I'm sorry to 
say that the sub-editor we chose to put 
the material together has let us down, 
‘Never mind, it will see the light of day 
someday soon. All I can say is sorry to 
the many of you who knew it was coming 
and were waiting eagerly for it. 

I hope you will find the mix good 
‘enough to keep you going over the festive 
season. And as a first offering, here is a 
little Ode to SAM. The original, which I 
have in the office, is printed on a small 
wooden plaque with a lace boarder. How 
apt the words are, 

(SAM 
MEANING: CLEVER. 

You come out ahead 
No matter the endeavour. 
You're blessed with a mind 
That is really quite clever. 
You're sly as a fox, 
Always on the alert. 
At problem solving, 
You are truly expert. 
Throughout your life, 
You will certainly find 
All the answers you need 
There, in your clever mind. 

Anyway, must go now, got to get 
started on the January issue or I will not 
get it to the printers before Christmas. 
So, from Jenny and I, a happy Christmas 
to all our readers, 

Until next year. 
Bob Brenchley, Editor. 



Quality Serious Software For Spectrum & SAM 

‘THE FRACTAL COLLECTION ‘A fast fractal generator for the ZX Spectrum. Now you ean explore the fascinating world of fractals with 
this machine code program. Up to 200 shades on screen gives clear, crisp fractal pictures which can then 
bbe zoomed and expanded. Not just the Mandelbrot set but 18 different types can be made, Generates 
fractal music, you can hear the computer generate the fractal. Ready to use on dise for DISCIPLE/Plus D 
complete with ready-converted file for use with our SPECMAKER emulator on SAM. 
SPECALEe The Spectrum data filing program 
that never gets out of date. Specfilet holds a 
massive 28K of data and, by using compression 
makes it seem like much more. Freeformat syle 
‘means no complicated file design before you get 
arted. Very fast CASE selective and complex 
searches. Designed to be extended - soit grows as 
you do. Works with PLUS D, DISGPLE or under 
SpeeMaker on SAM. This program is a must for 
anyone with data to store. Special +3 venion alio 
‘available on 3" disc add £2 to price shown below, 
SPECMANAA The simplest Spectrum emulator on 
the market for SAM. 1000s of 48K programs work 
without the need for any conversion, Most other 
programs need only minor changes. All the extra 
SAM Leys work in Spectrum mode. User SAMs 
printer port and up to 360K of SAM's memory as 
a RAMDISC. PLUS D, DISCIPLE and Opus dises® 
‘can be loaded into SPECM and saved to 
SAM disc. Converts files between Messenger and 
SPECMAKER format to save valuable dise space. 
Comes with preconverted Spectrum ROM image 
(no need for Spectrum). Supplied on $34" disc 

version 2 The advanced DOS from 
‘Steve Warr for the PLUS D and DISGPLE. Same 
DOS system file for BOTH interfaces. Random 

; Sub Directories; Hundreds of files 
Hidden files; Protected files; Copy 

files of ANY length; Incredibly versatile Seren 
Dump routines; Error Trapping and MANY more 
features. Compatible with all Spectrums (+2a/+3 
in 48K mode). Over 20 programs now included 
fon the disc. As used in the new DXI. 
Sate DISCIPLE o¢ PLUS D on order 
(EC-SUITE From the same author as SPECMAKER. 
Now you can transfer your IBM data files by 
reading and writing IBM dises (720K format) on 
your SAM Coupé. PCSUITE will even let you 
format IBM dises on your SAM. Write and edit 
SAM Basic programs on your PC. Use PCSUITE 
to copy SAM data files to PC so you ean print 
them on that high quality laser printer at work.. 
Supplied on SH" disc, uh. Thin innot aPC emulator, 

As used by Format Publications to 
transfer articles and programs for this mag. 

The Fractal Collection £5.95 
Spectilo+ £12.95 
UNIDOS £25.95 
Createfile Manual £6.50 
‘SpecMaker £12.95 
PC Suite £25.95 
File Convertor £5.30 
Hacker's Workbench* £9.90 
6008 programe sl avaiable 

Please add £0.50 postage (£1.20 outside UK) 

Don't forget to say if ordering 
for PL 

Don’t forget your membership 
[[number if claiming discount. 

STOP PRESS: NEW RELEASE FOR SPECTRUM - MIDI SEQUENCING PACKAGE. 
Runs on 128k & +2 with DISCIPLE/PLUS D (wit ‘without UNIDOS) 
works with any MIDI keyboard. Available Now. Only £25 (INDUG members £22.50) 

SHORT «SPOT 
YOUR HINTS, TIPS AND PROGRAMMING IDEAS 

Hi, there. It’s short Spot time again, 
and I'm in trouble, My wife has a 
General Inspection in School this week; 
for anyone who doesn't know, that means 
CHAOS! No; I'm not going to start with 
chaos theory. I am actually going to go 
for ANTICHAOS; and something a little 
more seasonable. So just type this little 
offering from Roy Burford of Norton, 
Stourbridge, into your Spectrum, (48 or 
128) and prepare for the plum pudding. 

1 REM Koch Snowfkake. Sophist 
icated program. 

2 REM Data derived for 2X Spe 
ctrum+ 128K by B.C.R.Burfor 
d 200193. Principle from Te 
sea Lecomber(Writer). Antic 
haos & the science of compl 
exity. Channel 4 Television 
+ 1992. pi2. 

5 BORDER 0: PAPER 0: PEN 7: C 
Ls 

10 DEF FN v(1,v,a)#1*COS (va) 
+ DEF FN w(1,w,a)=1*SIN (w' 
a) 

20 LET 1=3*.5*75/27: LET 
3 

25 PRINT #0; AT 0,0;" 
Koch Snowflake" 

30 READ x,y 
40 PLOT x,y 
50 READ v,w 
60 IF v>255 THEN GOTO 90 
70 DRAW FN v(1,v,a),FN w(l,wea 

) 

PI/ 

80 GoTo 50 
90 PRINT #0; AT 1,0)" Pres 

@ any key to exit:": PAUSE 
0 

100 BORDER 7: PAPER 7: PEN 0: S 
‘TOP 

1000 DATA 127,22, 2,2,3,3,1/1,2,2 
+3,3,2,4,2,2,3,3,1,1,2,2,0, 
0,1,2,2,2,3,3,1,1,2,2/3,3,2 
14,2 ,253,3,2,4,1,4,3,3,2,4, 

Edited By:- John W 

1010 

1020 

1030 
1040 

1050 

1060 

Well; like it? No? Misery! It's an 
interesting plot. Never mind; I've 
another program also on the same disc 
from Roy, and it's also a_plottin 
program, called ‘Rotation’. Roy hai 
converted this from the BBO, and 
mentions one or two points. For instance, 
an alternative expression line (110) and 
plot line (175) are given, but 
REM-blocked. There's also a y-coordinate 
PLOT anomaly with the Spectrum which 
Roy has noticed: if y goes negative, the 
machine makes an absolute plot (ie. 
with y positive) which can distort images 
if not detected. Roy says rotation's a very 
slow plot, but worth waiting for. Just the 



") LINE b§:ch i D(3) 42) 10140 END IF 70 INPUT “Guo! job with port and cheese, after the | 4, ld 10150 IF a$(LEN a$-1 TO )<>"£e" eck b$: IF check=0 THEN GO 
puddings: 50 NEXT v (LEN a$)="£" OR (a$( 70 70 

1 REM David Johnson-Davies. P 60 LET zez+1: PRINT AT 21,0;z: LEN a$-1 TO )="fe") 80 IF a$=b$ THEN LET cr=1 
ractical Programs for the B FOR n=1 TO 6 10160 IF a$(LEN a$-2 TO LEN a$-1 
BC Computer and Acorn Atom. 70 LET num=a(n) )<>"oo" AND a$<>"oaf" AND 100 cp b§,a$ 
Sigma Technical Pre: 198 80 $+STRS num a$(LEN a$-1)<>"e" THEN LET 150 PRINT AT go+5,3; PEN 14;b$ 

2. p25. Rotation. 90 IF n<>6 THEN LET a$ua$+b$(R b§wa$( TO LEN a$-1-(1 AND 1 INVERSE 1;0$ 
2 REM Revised and ND(9) #1) a$(LEN a$-1)="£"))+"ves": 160 EXIT IF cr 

2X Spectrum 1: 100 REM PRINT AT 1,0;a$ ELSE LET b$=a$+"s" 170 LET gosgo+l: LOOP UNTIL go 
-Burford 310193. 110 NEXT n 10170 END IP #16 

10 BORDER 0: PAPER 0: PEN 7: C | 115 IF VAL a$<1 OR VAL a$>999 0 10180 IF LEN a$>4 THEN IF a$(LEN 180 IF go=16 THEN PRINT AT 20, 
Ls 

60 PRINT #0; AT 0,0;"  Rotati 
on. Very slow plot." 

70 LET a=127: LET beata: LET c 
=95 

120 

R VAL a$<>INT VAL a$ THEN L 
BT a$="": GOTO 60 
PRINT AT 2,32;VAL a$ 

While we're at it, here's a little puzzle 
10190 

a§-3 TO LEN a$)="ou 
D a$<>"house" THEN Ll 
a$( TO LEN a$-4)+"ici 
LET awINSTR(a$,"man"): IF 
@=LEN a$-2 THEN LET b§=a$( 

0; "TOUGH LUCK, YOU LOST."; 
AT 4,0;"The code was";a$: 
ELSE PRINT AT 20, 0; "WELL 

DONE YOU GOT IT RIGHT" 
190 INPUT "{ENTER) TO PLAY AGA 

#0 FOR 220 70 a5 Unt eanta: LE | for you to think about afer diner eT ae ee || eRe eae) 
so.wORiieep x0) ormn’s Robert has a little program here called bs 210 DEF PROC setupvars 

100 LET rasQR (sriei)/a: LET qe | Pluralizer. Type in the word, and it 10210 END PROC 220 LET go=0,cr=0 
230 LET a$=STR$ (RND(3)+1) (z-1)*8IN (24¢r): LET yui/3 | supplies the plural, so Robert says. Well, ‘And indeed, when I tried simple words, 

sate : it does, afler a fashion. Type it in and it made plurals by adding an ‘s’ 
220 aa eee ue (eeded) fas & | gee, Emboldened by my success, I tried 260 LET aS=a$+STR§ (RND(3)+1) 
eS ad ness {car eey sys ‘mouse’. Magic; Robert’s program knew | 270 END PROC 

130 IF is-p THEN LET my: GOTO Bate eee the plural was ‘mice. Aer that, it fell | 259 Colze'e, 16; PRINT AT 0, 127 160 i PRINT “The plural of '";a$ down, though. Did you know that the "MASTERMIND" 60 Fr yom run war mys coro a | AY EE abbr phirai ot ‘sbbep? ls ‘aheopets And’ of.|| “aod lcomanrens 
4 ‘ : 310 FOR nei 70 15 

150 IPF y>sn THEN GOTO 180 10000 DEF PROC plural ag Phenomenon’ is ‘phenomenons’, of | 320 PRINT AT ned, 0+ (1 AND LEN 160 bacterium, bacteriums, and of medium, 10010 LET aS=TRUNCS a$,a$-SHIFTS STRS n=1):n 170 .91ty: PLOT atx, 91+ (aS,2) mediums! We all know that the correct | 339 NEXT a 
on pO ee Se aaerens 10020 IF LEN a$<2 THEN LET bS=a$ answers are ‘phenomena’, ‘bacteria’ and 340 PLOT 0,16: DRAW 0,120 

EU HES els +EXIT PROC ‘media’, don’t we? Well, Robert’s program | 350 PLOT 0,16; DRAW 255,0: DRA x, 102+y: REM 75-y to invert 
10 NEXT i: NEXT x 
330 PRINT #0; AT 1,0;"Press any 

W 0,120: DRAW -255,0 
360 PRINT AT 21,0; PEN 14;"By 

Robert Brady” 

doesn't = yet, But it will, after you've 
sorted it, won't it... Just think about it, 10050 REM PRINT LEN a$;" "; PAPE 

SiO ie Cet . a and send in your answers to Short Spot; 370\nen eae eRe 
a a$)="s" THEN ” i ; i 380 DEF PROC check z 350 BORDER 7: PAPER 7: PEN 0: S Lecagereoe ven pablish som, really a 390 LOCAL fala 

TOP 10070 IF a§(LEN a$)="x" THEN LET wyaretons, 72nd 7) meaty: comties:, RODSKES) |, 400, Lex sealeend 
Many ichanen Bev aad til fa bee b§maS+"en" code is really tight, and blessed if 1 can | 439 IF LEN z$<>4 THEN LET fale 
Many » Roy, ick | 10080 IF a$(LEN a$)="2" THEN LET see how it gets ‘mice’, or ‘fairies’, for that e=1: GOTO 450 

with you later.... b§na$erea" matter. But it does! Very neat, Robert! | 420 FOR nei TO 4 
430 IF 2$(n)<"1" OR 2$(n)>"4" Now over to Robert Brady of Evington, 

THEN LET false=1 Leicester, who mentions that you may 
10090 IF a$(LEN a§-1 TO LEN a$)= 

“gh” THEN LET b$=a$+ 
10100 IF a$(LEN a$-1 TO LEN 

Let’s have another, while we're at it. 
\s Mastermind, which is a version of the | 449 

have seen the TV program ‘Countdown’ "ch" THEN LET b$= board game, with four different numbers 450 Here's SAM's equivalent: 10110 LET asINSTR(a$,"oo"): IF to choose from. 460 10 REM CouFrDOMt <>0 AND a§="goose" OR a: 470 DEF PROC cp a$,b$ 
DSa"+ee--/eeeee foot" THEN LET b§=a$( TO a 10 REM MASTERMIND (NUMBER) 480 FOR n=l TO ¢ 
ry -1)+"ee"+a$(a+2 TO ) 20 MODE 4: CSIZE 8,8: PALETTE 490 IP a$(n)=b$(n) AND a$(n)<> 

FOR val 70 6 10120 IF a$(LEN a$)="y" 30 BORDER 2: PAPER 2: PEN 15: WT a REN LET’ o§c09+"D"s a8 ( 
35 INPUT “SIZE (1 or 2)";c$: x | 10130 IF NOT INSTR(v$,a$(LEN a$- Lenssen une iaee n)=" ",b$(n)=" ": GOTO 510 

F c$a"1" THEN LET a(v)«RND( 1)) THEN LET b§=a$( TO LEN 40 setupvars 494 NEXT n 
8)+2 a$-1)+"iee": ELSE LET b$= 50 setupscreen 495 FOR nel 70 6 

agera” 60 Do 496 FOR mel T0 4 40 IP c$a"2" THEN LET a(v)=(RN 



SOPHISTRY 
Our new licenced game. Originally produced 

for the Spectrum by CRL, and now brilliantly 
converted for SAM, Sophistry is a game that is 
big, perplexing, colourful, frustrating, musical, 
‘bouncy, and above all DIFFERENT (and it 
‘even has the Spectrum version built in so you 
can take a trip down memory lane), 

£9.95 (£8-95 to INDUG members) 
PRINCE OF PERSIA 

The classic game of sword-fighting and 
adventure that has you racing to save the 
‘beautiful princess from her fate at the hands of 
the evil Vizier. Superb animation, hundreds of 
rooms to explore, a real challenge for any 
‘games player. Original priced at £14.95 now 
re-released by popular demand and at a price 
that no-one can miss, 

£9-95 (£8-95 to INDUG members) 

>THE SECRETARY - The most advanced 
Word-processor for SAM, powerul, versatile and 

}J easy to use. NEW Version 1.5 Available Now - 
‘The BEST just got bettor £14.95 (INDUG £12.95) + Eating users can upgrade 101.5. Send orginal ac, wih a 
cheque or £5 (overseas add PAP below) to: 
‘Updates, Cio Format .34 Bourton Rd, Gosceter, GLA OLE 
> COMET Z80 ASSEMBLER - The professional 
SAM assembler - a must for anyone starting with 
machine code - SPECIAL OFFER PRICE untii 
‘31/12/94 £19,95 [normal price £29.95) 

WOP GAMMA. 
© A Super-Fast "Boulder Dash’ game with 

FAST Full Screen Scrolling - 99 Levels all 
with super graphics and mega music. 

£9.95 (£8-95 to INDUG members) 
LEGEND OF ESHAN 

‘A game like none seen before on SAM, 
A graphic game of strategy and adverture. 

taking you into a vast world of demons and 
war-lords, This is nor an arcade game, this is 
not an adventure, this is something very 
special. 
Legend Of Eshan works with keyboard or 

joy-stick and is also fully Mouse“® compatible. 
Comes complete with _ comprehensive 
instructions and a map of the lands of Avinell. 

£14.95 (£12.95 to INDUG members) 

MORE NEW GAMES COMING SOON 

>CAMPION - THE SPREADSHEET. versions for 
‘both SAM and Spectrum (DISCIPLE or PLUS D). 
Featuring over 70 built-in functions and ready made 
formula, this program is easy to use and yet 
Powerful enough to rival many expensive PC 
programs. A very comprehensive manual (over 80 
‘pages, with lots of examples) SAM version needs 
MasterDOS. SPECIAL OFFER PRICE until 
31/12/94 £19-98 [normal price £29.95) 
* Stale which computer version (SAM or Spee) and dic sizo 
recyared (34" oF Bi"), 

DRiVER works with the SAM Mouse (no mouse DRIVER, . |assessegn'stotaars son 
full WIMP (Windows, Icons, Menus, Pointers) 

ie Seneca oe Lneetace TOF SAM J safe thas puis you im Al ooowrel of your SAM, Comes complete with many built-in ulliies and ready to run applications, Full manual and a 
disc-based tutorial. DRIVER gives you the ease of use only found on big office computers, 
before, So easy to use yet so powerful, Fantastic Value £29.95 (INDUG members £24.95) 

|] Special Offer -Buy DRiVER together with an Official West Coast Computer's SAM Mouse 
and SAVE £5. Our price ONLY £69.95 incl UK p&p. (INDUG members £64.95) 

VI A set of extra applications to add even more features to 
DRIVER. Incl: Digital Clock/Alarm (needs SAMBUS), Calender, Cardfile (simple indexed data 
storage), Art-Grabber (cut & paste screen$), Paintbrush (art package - worth the money just for 
this), plus a special DRIVER game. Only £5.95 (INDUG price £4.95) 
* Aliprices include UX postage and packing (Euxope please add, er oversunsploase 23d €2) * Payment by UK cheque ( made payable to Revelation Softwar). PO or cash. Sorry but we cart accept orders by Eur-cheque or Git, 

lation. 
re 

= Please Quote INDUG membership nurber Cary on order claiming discount 
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500 IF b$(m $(n) AND a$(n)<> 
"THEN LET c$=c$+"C",a$( 
a)=" ",b$(m)=" = 

505 NEXT m 
$10 NEXT n 
520 END PROC 

Many thanks, Robert: send us a few 
more sometime, please, 

T've just had a letter postmarked 
Edinburgh from Miles Kinloch himself. It 
arrived in the nick of time, through my 
door this morning, and I'm taking the 
toxt to Bob this afternoon. He writes that 
here's a quick tip for Spectrum PLUS D 
users. Suppose you have a program that 
works only in 48k, and you want to make 
sure it will put itself into that mode 
when loaded, how do you do it? Well, you 
could use the SPECTRUM command, but 
the trouble with that, of course, is that it 
stops the program at the same time. 

Although some utilities already exist to 
switch modes during a running program, 
if you have a PLUS D, there is, in fact, a 
very simple solution, 

10 
20 
30 POKE 23728,0 
40 PRINT “YOU ARE NOW IN 48K" 
50 STOP 

by POKEing 23728, the SPECTRUM 
command CAN, in fact, be made to work, 
without the program stopping, so it will 
then just carry on in 48k! Ah, but you 
may be thinking, “What happens if I'm 
already in 48k mode” when you run the 
above: the ‘SPECTRUM command then 
doesn’t exist. However, this is no 
problem, either. On line 20, you'll have 
the UDG "t" instead, but because 23728 
is POKEd, the “Nonsense in BASIC” 
error message that this would otherwise 
generate is ignored, so it just passes over 
it as though nothing had happened. In 
other words, no matter which mode you 
start up in, this simple technique will 
ensure you always end up in 48k. It 
could therefore be particularly useful to 
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include in 48k-only programs where a 
CAT LOAD program is in use, such as 
the one in November's Short Spot, as 
ALL programs could then be loaded 
initially from 128k, regardless of which 
mode they require. 
What a super tip! Many thanks, Mile: 
Finally, Bill Buxton noted that I was 

looking for something for Party time at 
Christmas, and submits this nonsense 
for our avid attention, 
A friend, just back from San Fransisco 

informs Bill that Computer users over 
there use such heiroglyphies, (which they 
call "Emoticons" rather than "Emotions") 
in their electronic communications with 
‘one another, 

BEND - the Computer Language for 
the Layman By Bill Buxton 
Do your nearest and dearest, together 

with many of your non-programming 
friends consider you to be a Computer 
Freak? Does the mention of Basic, 
Assembler Language and Machine Code 
send them into polite but noticeable 
hysterics? Fear no: they are not 
irredeemable! At your next party, you 
will be able to introduce them to your 
new Computer Language - BEND, or as 
it's mown in the trade ‘BASIC 
EMOTIONS NINETY DEGREES’ 

First, you should provide each guest 
with a computer. If you are so mean that 
you can't manage this, I guesé you'll 
have to put up with paper and pencils. If 
you have opted for the latter, a few 
printouts of all the letters and symbols 
the keyboard is capable of producing will 
help things along: a printer will print 
these out automatically, You've forgotten 
how: then look up the manual. Lost it; 
then you'll have to photocopy the ASCII 
code from the back of the Spectrum 
Manual. 
The rules of the game are very simple. 

Explain these to your captive audience- 
guests - as follows:- 



1, BEND words must represent facial 
expressions only. 

2, BEND words must not exceed a total 
of SIX combined symbols or letters. 

3. BEND words must be constructed only 
of the characters provided. 

4, To make sense of the BEND words, 
the paper must be turned on its side, 
Hence the name Ninety Degrees in 
the title, 

You can now demonstrate, either with 
your computer or preferably by drawing, 
the following:- 

in BEND means ‘Happy’ 
-D means ‘Spoken with a smile’ 
and so on. 

Now ask the guests to make their own 
BEND vocabulary with a definition 
against each one. The winner to be 
presented with a bottle of scotch, or a tin 
of Kit-E-Cat, depending on the state of 
your pocket. Here is a list of some BEND 
words Bill has compiled, just to start you 

Smirk. 
Unhappy. 
Happy. 
Very sad. 
The morning after. 
Oops. 
Spoken with a smile. 
Shouting 
Forlorn . 
Not amused. 
Kiss, 
+X Lots of kisses! 
Merry Christmas, 
Wink. 
Alternative wink, 
‘Tongue-in-cheek, 
Tongue stuck out! 

:<) For those with Moustache . 
s<)= And beard as well . 
I Alternative smirk, or told you so. 

+8 Talking out of both sides of your 
mouth, 

sft 80 OP. 
Finally, Bill suggests you add your own 

BEND messages to exchange with your 
friends. You can add them to your letters 
and faxes, and your fame will then 
spread as a ‘Teacher of Computer 
Languages to the Layman’ 
With Best wishes from Bill ;_) + :-) 

<-)= 
And many thanks for your splendid 

ideas and suggestions. 
And that's all for now, folks. Just to 

mention that those of you who knew my 
old telephone number: well, it's been 
changed: the "82" bit’s now "462", but BT 
have discontinued the recorded 
announcement far too early. Finally, the 
usual plea: please send all your snippets 
and ideas to:- 

John Wase, 
Green Leys Cottage, 
Bishampton, 
Pershore, 
Wores, 
WR10 2LX. 

See you next month, have a happy 
Christmas. 

"sneer 
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SC_WORD pro 

‘This new SAM wordprocessor from 
Steve’s Software cannot be used with 

just any combination of SAM/printer. It 
works only with a 24-pin dot matrix or a 

48-pin bubble jet printer, and needs a 
minimum of 512K Sam, with Masterdos. 

A 1-Meg. expansion is highly desirable, 
though the program is usable - even if a 
bit fiddly - without one, You also need a 
printer with very accurate sheet feeding, 
because the program often requires you 
to put the paper through more than once 
to produce a page. 

It is not an ordinary wordprocessor, 
printing text with the printer's inbuilt 
fonts, although it can do that. ‘This 
program's real purpose is to print hi-res 
text using the special fonts supplied. 
Fig.1 shows all of the fonts, in some of 
the sizes, which come with it, and you 
can see how superb the printing is. An 
impressive range of extra fonts is 
promised for sale around the New Year, 
when a new manual will also be issued, 

replacing the present temporary one 
with its updating sheets. 
The pack contains three dises, and you 

need five formatted discs to prepare your 
working copy, one for the program and 

four for the decompressed fonts. You can 
customize for 24-pin or 48-pin printer; 
mouse or keyboard; and even for 
whether you are left- or right-handed, so 
that the mouse ‘select’ button is the one 
under your index finger. Once you have 
your working copies you install the fonts 
into the program and are ready to start, 

Reviewed By:- Carol Brooksbank. 

‘The wordprocessor itself is very 
straightforward, though not terribly 
sophisticated. There are the usual cursor 
movements, add, insert and delete text, 
with some minimal block facilities 
(mark, and delete or copy blocks) and a 
simple word search. Files from other 
wordpros can be converted and loaded 
into it. 
At the start of any paragraph you can 

choose print size, and right, left, centre 
or full justification. You can change fonts 
and font style (bold, underlined ete.,) at 
any point in the text, provided you use 
the same size throughout a paragraph. 
The ASCII printout is much like any 

other wordprocessor’s output, but hi-res 
printing is very different. First, you 
specify the size and position of a box, 
measured in millimetres from the top 
and left edges of the paper, within which 
your printing is to take place, Your text 
can be surrounded by a border (two 
styles, each in a choice of three 
thicknesses) or printed on one of 32 
shaded or textured backgrounds. Inverse 
printing is done by using a dark shading 
and white print. 

If you are printing without shading or 
a border, your text will continue on 
another page when the box is full, and 
you can print out a whole document, one 
or multiple copies, But if you use a 
border you must have a separate file for 
each box - and so for each page. If you 
need more than one box on a page - there 
are two in fig.1, for the heading and the 
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SC_WORD pro 

TESTING 
to test the hi-res printing with SC_WORD pro. 

‘This part is In NC_SCHOOLBOOK font, size 5, normal 
weight, except for SC_WORD pro, where we went into 
‘NC_SCHOOLBOOK bold and then into HOUNDS italic. 

Here we go into HOUNDS, size 
NC.SCHOOLBOOK and SANS SERIF offer 
normal and bold print, as shown in paras | and 2. 
HOUNDS comes in normal or italic, as shown in 
this para, 
Frally, ere are two forts sipoli withthe pr 
wien was ais ee ie TESTING Tis pea & He 
Other fonts will be available for purchase 
Chi 

fonts, although it ean do that. This 
program’s real purpose is to print 
hi-res text using the special fonts 
supplied. Fig. 1 shows all of the 
fonts, in some of the sizes, which 
come with it, and you can see how 
superb the printing is. An 
impressive range of extra fonts is 
promised for sale around the New 
Year, when a new manual will also 
be issued, replacing the present 
temporary one with its updating 
sheets. 

7, | The pack contains three discs. 
One is the master from which you 
make your customized working 
copy, on a formatted disc with 
Masterdos, for 24-pin or 48-pin 
printer; mouse or keyboard; and 
even whether you are left- or 
right-handed, so that the mouse 
"select" key is the one under your 
index finger. The other two discs 

bores, of printed on shaded paper. Sheded paper ‘s | contain the fonts in compressed demonstrated in the header to this sample 
‘also showa in this test. page. 

e,and the 
two styles of box. with two of the box thicknesses are form, and you need four more 

formatted discs onto which to 

main body of the text - you must put the 
paper through twice because each box is 
printed separately. 
This new SAM wordprocessor from 

Steve's Software cannot be used with 
just any combination of Sam/printer. It 
works only with a 24-pin dot matrix or a 
48-pin bubble jet printer, and needs a 
minimum of 512K SAM, with Masterdos. 
A 1-Meg. expansion is highly desirable, 
though the program is usable - even if a 
bit fiddly - without one, You also need a 
printer with very accurate sheet feeding, 
because the program often requires you 
to put the paper through more than once 
to produce a page. 

It is not an ordinary wordprocessor, 
printing text with the printer's inbuilt 

decompress the working font files, 
Once you have your working copies you 
install the fonts into the program and 
you are ready to start 
The wordprocessor itself is very 

straightforward, though not _ terribly 
sophisticated. There are the usual cursor 
movements, add, insert and delete text, 
with some minimal block facilities 
(mark, and delete or copy blocks) and a 
simple word search. Files from other 
wordpros can be converted and loaded 
into it, 
At the start of any paragraph you can 

choose print size, and right, left, centre 
or full justification. You can change fonts 
and font style (bold, underlined ete.,) at 
any point in the text, provided you use 
the same size throughout a paragraph, 
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‘The ASCII printout is much like any 
other wordprocessor’s output, but hi-res 
printing is very different. First, you 
specify the size and position of a box, 
measured in millimetres from the top 
and left edges of the paper, within which 
your printing is to take place. Your text 
can be surrounded by a border (two 
styles, each in a choice of three 
thicknesses) or printed on one of 32 
shaded or textured backgrounds. Inverse 
printing is done by using a dark shading 
and white print. 
If you are printing without shading or 

a border, your text will continue on 
another page when the box is full, and 
you can print out a whole document, one 
or multiple copies. But if you use a 
border you must have a separate file for 
each box - and so for each page. If you 
need more than one box on a page - there 
are two in fig.1, for the heading and the 
main body of the text - you must put the 
paper through twice because each box is 
printed separately. 

‘A preferences menu option lets you 
specify box size, paragraph indentation, 
whether you want a border or shaded 
paper, the range of pages to print, page 
number of copies, the spacing between 
words or lines, and, for ASCII printouts, 
the pitch, left margin and columns per 
line, When you save a file to disc, all 
these prefgrences are saved with it. 
You can also opt to print to dise during 

the printing - a useful option because the 
normal printout is very slow, with many 
prompts for changing font discs (though 
with a 1-meg these prompts only happen 
on the first copy). If you print to disc, a 
supplementary "Image" program gives a 
faster printout. It took 42 minutes to 

print the first copy of Fig.1, but the 
Image printout took only 10 minutes, 
with no font disc changes. The drawback 

is that you must have a separate disc for 
every block, and even with Image you 
must keep putting the paper through 
‘again to print every block. 
However, that is going to improve. 

Steve's Software tell me that a new 
program will be available around 
Christmas which will link together all 
the disc image files - text and 
illustrations - and print the whole page 
in one pass. But this will need a 1-meg 
expansion, 

‘The screendump is one of the best 
monochrome dumps I have seen for 
SAM, though 24-pin printouts are a little 
dark and you get better quality with a 
worn out ribbon than with a new one. 
‘The quality of ink-jet dumps is superb. 
‘The dumps come in two sizes, credit-card 
and one-third A4. 
Once you start flowing text round 

illustrations, the number of boxes per 
page starts to multiply, and consequently 
80 do the number of discs you need to 
save the images, and the number of 
times you put the paper through. 
Even though you can, in theory, design 

your page by taking careful 
measurements, I found that I still 
needed to make lots of reprints, moving 
boxes and pictures a millimetre or so 
each time. 
There is no doubt that this program 

produces the highest quality printouts 
currently available on SAM, but you 
need a lot of time and patience to use it. 
Even when the one-pass page printer is 
available, we shall still be a long way 
from being able to design the page on 
screen, and know exactly what you will 
get in your printout. SC_WORD pro is 
superb for single pages or leaflets, but I 
doubt whether my patience is equal to 
trying to use it for the production of a 
100 page booklet, 
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West Mail Order Division, 
Coast */. Format Publications, 34, Bourton Road, 
Computers Gloucester, GL4 OLE. England. 

Below you will find details of the full range of SAM hardware now available, 

COMPUTERS - Now with extended two year warranty. 

‘SAM élite - SI2K - Single Drive. The latest computer in the SAM family. S12K ] £199.95 
RAM, Single Drive Machines now with Built-in Printer Interface. 
SAM élite - 912K - As above but with Dual Drives fitted 
SAM Coupé Special Pack 256K with external disc/printer i 
limited offer, ideal for anyone upgrading from PLUS D as you can use your 
‘existing disc drive. Because these machines have been in storage for some time 
there may be some slight marks on casing but all are fully tested and guaranteed, 

INTERFACES (work with both SAM élite and SAM Coupé unless otherwise stated) 
SAM. Dise Drive Upgrade, Have a second drive fitted to your SAM élite or 
Coupé. Factory fitting and retum postage included in price. Ring 0452412872 
for instructions on how to retum your computer. 
SAM Coupé Disc Upgrade Kit - all you need to upgrade to a twin drive machine. | £64.98 
Needs good soldering skills to fit. You also need de-soldering tool to remove 
‘one of the connectors on the main SAM board, Comes complete with all 
instructions, components and a top quality 31" drive mechanism, 
‘SAM Coupé ise Upgrade Kit - as above but without drive mechanism, 29.95 
External Parallel Printer Interface. (for Coupé) 22495 
RS232/Paralle Interface (COMMS). (for Coupé) S495 
1 MegaByte External Memory Pack. (Needs MasterDOS to run from Basic. $89.95 
SAM Mouse System, Interface, Mouse and Software. Plugs into mouse port on | £39.95, 
rear of SAM, More and more software now works better if you use a mouse, 
Extemal Dise Drive Interface and Parallel Printer Port (for Coupé) 4495 
Internal 256K Upgrade (for older SAMs with only 256K of memory) 5495 
TWO’ allows two interfaces to be connected 10 SAM expansion port at same | £24.95 
time. Special Offer « Save £5 ifordered atthe same time as any SAM interface, 

£259.95 
£109.95 

179.95 

Prices valid until Ist Feb 1995, E.& O.E 
Ordering: Write your order clearly on a reasonable sized piece of paper, state your name; address and phone 
number and quote your INDUG number is you are a member). Payment: Cheques and UK Postal Orders, 
should be made payable to West Coast Computers 
Postage & Packing: Prices now include UK P&P. Overseas customers please write for quote on Insured 
Airmail Delivery Service 

The problems at Blue Alpha, caused by Mark's illness, have caused slight delays but we 
are doing our very best to ensure that these do not affect our customers unduly. Altemative 

arrangement have been made for assembly work, so normal service will continue, 
We are also making special arrangements for repairs, 
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‘Looks like rain dear 

“Ima Scare-Fenguin... 
‘60 push off” 

The pce were cle to an office ort ers cstroned secretary leeds charge of sonst agar hr booe for etaping her bree 
together The poice demanded an explanation 
from the man, who cooly repled 
"ima great avert the old 
‘Mage yu cant hem, in ‘er? 

“Why do you dress up like an iin? ., no-one ever sees you' 

Marriage i a thre ring circus 
Firet the engagement ring. 

‘Hoe! Hoe! Hoe! 



™ HELP PAGE 
Seasons greetings to you all. Only a 

few more computing days left before you 
have to pull the plugs on your computers 
and be sociable to everyone! 

‘The first letter this month comes from 
Rusty Atkins of Reading. His set-up is a 
Spectrum+2 with TV monitor and a 
PLUS D interface, alongside a SAM with 
interface and TV monitor. Rusty wishes 
to make a switchbox so that a printer 
and an external disc drive can be 
switched between the two computers 
without the bother of having to swap the 
IDC connectors. As this involves a total 

of 21 lines to be switched, he wonders 
whether some could be wired together 
permanently. I can appreciate your wish 
to cut down on the number of switched 
lines as each switch point is a potential 
source of failure. However, if you directly 
wire any lines they will have to be 
provided with isolating circuits to 
eliminate mutual interference and this 
starts to complicate things. Far better to 
buy good quality data transfer switch 
boxes (which are very reliable), and 
switch all the lines 

In the case of the printer there is no 
problem in obtaining a manual two way 
data switch with the appropriate leads 
already made up. It is then just a matter 
of plugging everything in and you will 
then have the facility to switch the 
printer from computer A to computer B 
whenever required. I already use such a 
setup to switch between SAM and 
Spectrum and I obtained the switch box 
and leads from CompuAdd, 7 Great 
Western Way, Bristol, On the question of 

Edited By:- Ray Bray. 
switching a disc drive, I have not had 
experience of this but I know a reader 
who had a set-up to switch between 2 X 
3.5" drives and 1X 3.5” drive plus 1 X 
5.25 drive on one computer, which is a 
more complicated problem. I assume that 
the SAM interface you own is the 
external drive/parallel printer interface? 
‘The same type of data switch can be used 
(it has 22 pin sockets), but in this case 
you will have to make up the appropriate 
leads yourself. The only thing that 
worries me about switching the disc 
drive, is what happens if you 
inadvertently try using the drive on one 
computer when it is in fact switched to 
the other one? In the case of the printer 
the computer just hangs up until you 
realise that the switch is in the wrong 
position and, by changing the switch to 
the correct computer, the program is 
allowed to continue unharmed. I am not 
sure what would happen in the case of 
the disc drive - would the program crash 
or the disc be corrupted when the switch 
position was changed? Perhaps you will 
just have to be careful not to make a 
mistake! 
We have another letter this month, 

from Harald Lack of Raubling in 
Germany, Firstly he wishes to know if 
there is any possibility of connecting an 
external tape recorder to his Spectrum 
+2 by using an adaptor. Unfortunately 
there are no audio input pins on any of 
the rear panel connectors so an adaptor 
is out of the question, To connect up an 
external recorder would involve opening 
up the computer, tapping into the ear, 
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mic and earth lines of the on-board 
recorder and fitting a switch and socket 
to allow switching between the internal 
and external recorders. I am sorry I am 
unable to give you precise details of how 
to do this but perhaps one of our readers 
can provide the answer. 

Harald’s second question concerns 
using his Spectrum+2 with Wordmaster/ 
Headliner/Typeliner to get printed 
output to a Seikosha SP180 printer 
connected via a Euroelectronics parallel 
interface. The problem is that although 
Wordmaster works perfectly, if he tries 
to print something using Typeliner, the 
computer hangs up completely. You 
mention that you have initialised the 
interface with the command LPRINT; 
CHRS 5 which means ‘Tokens OFF’. I am 
not familiar with the Euroelectronics 
interface but I suspect that ‘Tokens OFF 
means the same as ‘let all code through 
unaltered’ ie, let ASCII code 255 go 
through as 255, do not change it into the 
token COPY (see the list in the Spectrum 
manual). If this is the case then the 
problem is probably that Wordmaster is 
just sending text to the printer while 
‘Typeliner is trying to send bit-image 
graphics and, if the printer is nat 100% 
Epson compatible, then one of the codes 
that goes out is turning the printer 
off-line. Any other reader come across a 
similar problem? Let us know if you 
found a solution. 

‘The nxt letter also comes from 
another overseas subscriber, Petros 
Davakis has written from Athens asking 
how to connect his grey Spectrum+2 to a 
Philips VSOO6O colour monitor which is 
fitted with CVBS (video) IN, AUDIO IN 
and SCART connectors. Assuming that 
the SCART socket on the monitor is 
standard (but I have been unable to 
confirm this), then the pin connections 
are as follows:- 
Note also that pins 20 and 16 of the 

SPEC RGB PIN SCART PIN 
20 
14 
16 
n 
15 
7 

Shield 21 
SCART plug should be linked. The 
BRIGHT pin of the RGB socket is not 
used but if you have trouble with 
obtaining sufficient brightness, then try 
replacing the wire link between pins 20 
and 16 with a 1K resistor. The best way 
of connecting the sound is to use the 
tape/sound socket to feed the AUDIO IN 
connector on the monitor, Check with 
the Spectrum handbook as to the means 
of connecting the 3.5mm plug, which 
needs to be a stereo plug with only the 
two outside lands connected. 
The last letter this month comes from 

C.Murray of Warrington who asks if he 
could be provided with a way of printing 
out shaded screen dumps on the Brother 
HK-5 printer using the PLUS D’s SAVE 
SCREENS commands etc. He also wishes 
to know the address of the PLUS D's 
printer port and how to control it. The 
answer to your first query is to obtain 
LCOPY2 through FORMAT Reader 
Services (the order code is FST-01 and it 
costs £4.50 including p&p). This is a set 
of routines to-merge with the system file 
replacing the existing dump routin 
You might also look at Carol 
Brooksbank's excellent article in 
October's FORMAT which describes an 
improved dump routine. On the question 
of which port the PLUS D uses to print, 
the answer is I don't know! I am not sure 
why one would need this information as 
if you wish to use the PLUS D routines 
to print anything using m/c then there 
are two methods available. 

Turn to page 38. 

er oene 
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Draft Si0m 
No cpi LQ 

221mm Depth 
£185 CANON BJ10sx 
Handles one single sheet of pai 

this printer ia as ideal 
Ink Jet world Me 

oe 
245 epi Draft 347mm Width 496 cpi Draft 365 Width 

194mm Height 346 cpiLQ 186 Height 
173mm Depth 206 Depth 

Sez vente ae 
Soatarer Onion A het apy in SE Bate ptine lone tee BheviDealt a5mm Width thin th beget fo 

oh unningeata 
£215 EPSON STYLUS 800+. PHONE FOR LATEST PRICES. 

Bubble/Ink jet printers 
produce the highest quality 

text and graphics 
paper compared to 4p for the above 2 Very quiet operation at <Abdb, 
printers 

oe ee eee 

The screen stot on the left hes been micro-seaved an exclave 
special printing process to eliminate bardeg sere you would 
rormally see ether white tres or dark fnes Urouout. the picture, 

ot quite sure how the screen will urn cut this adverts the 
ure has been radiced to AS then photo Copied. 
another axchsive special pring process wil double the print. 

watch 48 pin tukble jats using 
24 pin prrters, for Buble jot 

prrters the entire range of Caron, Epson Styl ard the Ster 
Prietors ot the top of this advert nclde Postage ard VAT, 

are fully guaranteed for 1 year Epson Sty 3 years). 

STEVES SOFTWARE 
7 NARROW CLOSE, HISTON, CAMBRIDGE, CB4 4Xxx. 

‘TEL 01223 235150 From 6pm-9pm MON-SAT. 

Can your word-processor produce this typo of 
advert at such high resolution quality ? 
The answer is no, SC_WORD pro is unique in 
that it's the ‘only top of the range 
word-processor to have built in fonts which 
are dead smooth, criap and sharp, you won't soe 
any jagged edges. 
Available in 11 proportional spaced sizes, in 
various justifications, 
Text can be placed anywhere on the page to 
the mm, with various borders and paper colour 
toadd that extra professional touch. 
How does 128K sound for storing your text, 
enough to store all the pages in this Format 
magazine, 
‘Are you new to word:procoming, eannot stand 
fiddling with control codes then this program 
is for you. 
Mouse supported as well as the IMB for extra 
enhancements. 
SC_WORD pro can also be used as a normal 
word-processor, outputting in standard 64 or 
definable column text using LPRINT. 
Special software for 24 pin printers gives high 
quality bubble jot 48 pin resolution. 
Special Micro weave software eliminates 
banding on picture screen dumps. 

School work, leaflets, 
booklets, newsletters, labels, 
reports, adverts, brochures, 
diagrams, charts, study 
notes, college assignments, 
forms, technical books, 
documents, graphics, 
pictures, mail shots, course 
work, handouts, logos, 
posters, letterheads, notices, 
flyers, invoices, articles, 
correspondences, tickets, 
greeting cards, pamphlets, 
menu/indexing cards, 
fanzine magazines. 

r= ‘SYSTEM REQUIREMENT: 
512K SAM, with a copy of MASTERDOS (Extra £12 for a copy) 
24 Pin Dot Matrix Printer or 260 dpi Bubble Jet Printer. 
IMB Ram and mouse recommended, but will work without. 

Other Sam Coupe Uiility software :- 

£12.50 SC_ASSEMBLER 

£15.00 SC_MONITOR pro 

Moctine code eter, Alows you lo ype machine code programe 
Debug machine code programs, TurbelMON Inchuded by Simon Owen. 

£24.00 (For the above 2 Utility) 1 corse mee cade pack excl! ve lr money. 
£12.50 SC_FILER 
£25.00 SC_DTP 

Poworhs los! user dotncble Gs moctine codn Fling dotcbove program 
(Deak Top puting for 0 pn printers reads Montes, 

STEVES SOFTWARE Ad 
7 NARROW CLOSE, HISTON, CAMBRIDGE, CB4 4XX. 

‘TEL 01223 235150 From 6pm-9pm MON-SAT. 



«| CALENDERS 
OL Distinction 

‘There have been calendar-producing 
articles in FORMAT before: the 
justification for this one is that it does 
not produce just one calendar format, 
SAM procedures are given that can be 
used to print (on paper) calendars of 
various types: it is up to the user to use 

these procedures to produce the calendar 
of his choice. Programs are given for two 
examples: a year’s calendar on one sheet 
of paper (Fig.2) and a calendar on 12 
sheets, one for each month, in which the 
current month is displayed in large 
characters, and the previous and 
following months in normal-sizo 
characters (Fig.3), 

The basic procedure is ‘monthfigs’ 
(Lines 200-320), which puts in the array 

‘mthfig$’ the numerical part of a 
calendar for a given month and year of 
the Gregorian Calendar; this was 
adopted in the UK in the middle of 
September 1752, when Wednesday the 
2nd was followed by Thursday the 14th; 
80 ‘monthfigs’ can be used from October 
1752. If you will enter the programs 

October 1994 

Monday 3 10 17 24 32 
Tuesday 4 11 18 25 
Wednesday 5 12 19 26 
‘Thursday 6 13 20 27 
Friday 7 14 21 28 
Saturday 1 8 15 22 29 
Sunday 2 9 16 23 30 

Fig.t 

By:- Ettrick Thomson. 
given up to Line 470, and RUN, then you 
can see, on the screen, the sort of thing 
that monthfigs can be used for; Fig.1 
gives an example. 

‘The array ‘mthfig$’ (Line 120) has 12 
sections, one for each month, divided into 
7, one for each weekday, and each day 
has a 17-character string, enough to 
cater for 6 weeks at 2 digits per week 
with one space between weeks. In Fig.1, 
the figures spread over 6 weeks, but 
most months need only 5, with the 6th 
column blank, and a 28-day February 
will sometimes need only 4 weeks, with 
columns § and 6 blank. Fig.1 also shows 
day and month names, which use the 
arrays mS() and d§(), set up in PROC 
arrays, and the year number. Such 
information will always be needed in a 
calendar, but the precise format is up to 
the programmer: in Fig.2, for example, 
one day name covers 3 months; in Fig.3, 
most names have been abbreviated to 
the first three letters. The procedure 
demo (Line 400-470) shows how 
monthfigs and the other data have been 
used to assemble a calendar for a given 
month, 

‘There are two modifications to 
‘monthfigs’ you might wish to consider. 
In Fig.1, there are completely blank 
spaces where there are no day-numbers; 
sometimes, the appearance is improved 
by putting a“, as in Fig.3. This is 
controlled by the first string in Line 280, 
either ‘ ', or ‘~’, Fig.1 shows Monday as 
the first day of the week; this was a 
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1995 

Janvary February 
2916 23 30 $13 2027 
$107 Ht Tid be rererers 2 bisa $12 1s de 291633 $33 2007 31049 ie Sate Oin ie 3s 1 i823 $12 19 36 

Apri May 
31017 24 1 815 2229 at ie 5 2 9 16 35 40 
$12 i 16 31019 3433 613 2027 011 ie 3s 71a bi de $12 is 36 2 bis 2223 @ 15 20 27 

231633 40 73421 36 

say August 
31017 2401 71421 28 ou teas 1 013 2 y $12 19 26 29163330 
6 13 20 7 310 17 36 32 eee out te 35 1 eis is $12 19 36 Sunday 2 3 16 23 30 813 20 2 

decision of the International Standards 
Organization, which the UK decided to 
adopt in 1971. For centuries before that, 
Sunday was the first day. If you prefer 
Sunday, change Line 140 to read "DATA 
Sunday, Monday,..." and change the 
string in Line 250 to "143614625035", 

5 REM Calendars 
10 arrays 
20 demo 
30 STOP 

100 DEF PROC arrays 
110 LOCAL d,m 
120 DIM m$(12,9),d$(7,9),mthfi 

g$(12,7,17) 
130 FOR d=1 TO 7: READ LINE d$ 

(a): NEXT d 
140 DATA Monday, Tuesday, Wedné 

day, Thursday, Friday, Saturd 
ay, Sunday 
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150 FoR met 70.12 

March 160 

170 
June 200 

, HBB] ao 
Hee 1 

2 $16 23 30] 220 

SEES D 100 OR NOT yop (002 
Seprenber| 30 LET dm=26+ 

412 18 23] VAL "3p323233 sun dbsete) 
PEER) 240 Ue yety-tmes 

2 8 15 22 23) )) Mop 400 
2,218 222°) 250 LET dei-(y+y 
ou DIV 4-y DIV1 

OO+VAL "03250 
3514624" (m)) 
MOD 7 260 FOR tat 70 16 onan 279 YOR bed to 7 

280 IF d<1 OR dm 
@ THEN LET d$ 
=" "1 ELSE L 
EBT dg=(" " AN 
D dc10)+S7R$ da 

290 LET mthfig$(m,n,t TO )=d$, 
dade1 

300 NEXT n 
310 NEXT t 
320 END PROC 
400 DEF PROC demo 
410 INPUT #2) "year: "jy, "month( 

1-12) :";m 
420 PRINT '' TAB 9;TRUNC$ m$(m yee yee 
430 monthfigs y,m 
440 FOR del 70 7 
450 PRINT d$(d);" “smthfig$(m, 

460 NEXT a 
470 END PROC 

Before we pass on to consider printed 
calendars, we must say something about 
printer codes, for the two examples given 
here frequently have to pass new codes 



to the printer, and printer codes, 

unfortunately, can be different from 
printer to printer. In these programs, 

codes are passed to the printer by PROC 
printer: 

500 DEF PROC printer DATA 
510 LOCAL c,c$ 
520 OPEN #5,"b" 
530 DO WHILE ITEM 
540 IF ITEM=1 THEN READ c$: PR 

INT #5;0$;: ELSE READ c: P 
RINT #5;CHR$ c; 

550 LOOP 
560 CLOSE #5 
570 END PROC 

0 all the user has to do is to make the 
right calls: each call of printer can deal 
with as many codes as you choose, each 
element of a code being separated by 
commas. Thus printer 12 (form feed), 
printer 27,"@" (reset printer), printer 
27,"x1" (select NL@ characters) are all 
possible calls (for a STAR LC-10II 
printer); sometimé as the manual 

shows, alternative forms are possible: 
thus NLQ can be specified by printer 27, 
“x',1 or printer 27,120,49 or printer 

27,120,1. In the programs that follow, 
December 1994 

Mon? --' 571219 2260 x= 
Tue. =62.1'3 72027 Ee = 
Wed?) = "7 14N20:28n i 
Thus 2-8, Po522529) 7 
Pee Ae) =f 
Sati °3'510: ° 
Sun 4 11 3 

Fig.3 - The 12 Shect Layout 

each call of printer is followed by a REM 
showing the effect of the various codes in 
the call, so this will show whether the 
printer codes have to be changed to suit 
your printer. The programs assume 
certain default settings: Pica pitch; left 
margin 0; right margin 80; line spacing 6 
to the inch. 

The calendar with a year to a page is 

handled by PROC yearl (lines 600-660), 
which 
700-770), and, of 

uses PROC threemonths (lines 
course, PROC 

monthfigs ete. To use it, change line 20 
from ‘20 demo’ to ‘20 yearl’ and RUN; 
the required year is entered from the 
keyboard, and appears on the screen; 
then the printing starts. The layout is 
suitable for paper size A4 (11.7 x 8.3 
inches) or demy-quarto (11 x 8.5 inches 
The printer codes are for a Star LC-101I. 

600 
605 
610 
615 

617 

620 
625 
627 

630 
635 
640 
645 
647 
650 

655 
657 
660 
700 
710 
720 

730 

740 
750 

DEF PROC yearl 
LOCAL q 
INPUT #2; "year:";y 
printer 27,"x1",27,"k",0,2 
7,"h",1,27,"%a1" 
REM NLQ, courier font, dou 
ble-height /double-width, 
entre text 
LPRINT y'' 
printer 27,"h",0,27, "a0" 
REM normal height, width;le 
ft justify 
POR q=1 TO 10 STEP 3 
threemonths q 
NEXT q 
printer 27,"S1",15 
REM subscript, condensed 
LPRINT '' TAB 12; "Computer 
Program: Ettrick Thomson" 

printer 27,"@" 
REM reset printer 
END PROC 
DEF PROC threemonths fm 
LOCAL a 
LPRINT '' TAB 22;m$(fm); T 
AB 42; m$(fm+1); TAB 62; m 
$(£me2)*" 
monthfigs y,fm: monthfigs 
y,fm+1: monthfigs y, fm+2 
FOR d=1 T0 7 
LPRINT TAB 6;d$(d); TAB 17 
smthfig (fm,d); TAB 37;mth 

760 
770 

fig$(fm+l,d); TAB 57;mthfi 
9$ (£m+2, 4) 
NEXT 4 
END PROC 

The 12-sheet calendar, one sheet of 
which is shown reduced in Fig.3, comes 
from Carol Brooksbank; PROC yearl2, 
which uses PROCs largemth, smallmths, 
produces it: change line 20 to "20 year12" 
and RUN. The large-character part 
occupies all 80 pica characters of a line, 
ie. eight inches, so, if using single 
sheets, make sure the paper is inserted 
so that the eight inches is in the centre 
of the paper width. 

‘The printer codes, which include codes 
for colour, are for the Citizen Swift 9 
colour printer. 

800 
805 
810 

12 

15 
820 
925 
830 
832 
835 
840 
842 

850 
852 
855 
900 
905 
910 

912 

915 

920 
925 
930 
932 

935 

DEP PROC year12 
INPUT #2;"year:"7y 
printer 27,"@",27,"C",70,2 
7,120, 49,27,107,0 
REM reset; Ad page length 
70 lines (Ad): NLQ; ROMAN 
font 
FOR m=1 70 12 
largemth y,m 
smallmths y,m 
IF mcl2 THEN printer 12 
REM form feed 
NEXT m 
printer 27,126, 49,0,15 
REM normal height /width;co 
ndensed 
PRINT '''' TAB 12) "Comput 
er Program: Ettrick Thomso 
n: Carol Brooksbank" 
printer 12,27, 
REM form fi 
END‘ PROC 
DEF PROC largemth y,m 
LOCAL n 
printer 27,126,49,6,27,114 
71,27, "al" 
REM quadruple height /width 
ired print;centre text 
LPRINT TRONCS m$(m);" "sy! 

monthfigs y,m 
FOR n=1 TO 7 
printer 27,114,2,27 
REM green print; left just 
ity 
LPRINT d$(n, TO 3); 

940 27,114,0 
942 ck print 
945 LPRINT mthfig$ (m,n) 
950 NEXT n 
955 END PROC 

1000 DEF PROC smallmths y,m 
1010 LOCAL n,y1,y2,m1,m2 
1020 printer 27,126, 49,0 
1025 REM normal height/width 
21030 LET ylmy-(ma1),miam-1+(12 

AND mel), y2ny+ (m=12),m2=m+ 
1-(12 m=12) 

1040 LPRINT '''' TAB 18;m(m1, 
70 3);" “syl) TAB 53)m$(m2 
+ TO0.3))" “yya'! 

1050 monthfige y1,m1 
1060 monthfige y2,m2 
1070 FOR n=1 TO 7 
1080 LPRINT TAB 10;d$(n, TO 

3)1" __ “;mthfig§ (m,n); 
TAB 45;d$(n, TO 3);" 
";mthfigg (m2, n) 

1090 NEXT n 
1100 END PROC 

If these two calendar formats do not 
produce the calendar you would like, 
then the information given will, I hope, 
allow you to assemble a program to 
produce just exactly what you want. 
Editor's Notes: Some of the printer 
control codes used in this article may not 
be available on your printer, even if it 
preports to be Epson standard, In fact 1 
had difficulty with Fig.3 and in the end 
had to cheat. However, do not let this 
put you off. You should be able to play 
with the final print to get something that 
will work on your printer and it is the 
routines that form the heart of this 
program - the calender calculation 
routines themselves - that are the 
important part of the article, once the 
arrays are created printing them is just 
the icing on the cake, 

I'm sure many readers will come to 
value Ettrick’s excellent program, 
Now, how about one that gets me an 

extra week each month so I can catch up 
with all those jobs I'm behind on, Bob. 
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The definitive database for the SAM Coupe .. 
is the personal filing system 

from the keyboard of Jack Gibbons (author of the best Banking programs in the world!) 

1000's of uses - can store anything - change it - sort ~ search extract - Very easy to use - on screen 
help - scrolling summary displays with zoom, plus page up/page down, home/end, locate record - 
four print formats, summary, detail, label and mail merge - uses all available memory/disk space - 
massive data storage, over 1 MEG* - design/re-design screens any time - inbuilt totalling - fild 
validation - table lookup/alidation - WYSIWYG screen and report design - add/change your file 
structure any time - automatically restructures your data - uses index and random access files* - 
password control - operates on any SAM Coupe, 1/2 drives, 256/512K, can use 1 MEG memory 

cexpansion® - RAM drives - 50 page user manual - afler sale support - auto-configures for 1/2 
drives, 256/512K RAM, SAMDOS, MasterDOS/MasterBASIC, 1 MEG - no need to edit program 

Send £19.95 (inclusive of p&p) specifying SAMDOS(512K) or MasterDOS/MasterBASIC 

Warning ... not having a personal banking system 
can seriously damage your health! 

If your finances are driving you mad, then we may have the answer to your 
problems. Over the last 13 years, the PBS has cured thousands of cases, resulting in 

very satisfied and sane clients. 
Keep track of your finances, spanning all Bank, Building Society and Credit Card accounts - 
avoid expensive overdraft letters and bounced cheque charges - automatic posting of standing 
orders & direct debits for any frequency and for a vet number of payments - extensive, flexible 
‘enquiries eg how much have you paid to the supermarket each month - forward projections to 

tenable you to plan how much money you have left to live on - detailed Bank statements, more up- 
‘to-date than the ones from your Bank, etc - password controlled - on-screen limit monitoring so 
‘you know immediately if you are going into the red - Bank reconciliation so you can check the 
‘atement received from your Bank and see where they have gone wrong - suitable for private, 
club of amall business - optional VAT facility - optional categoriés for analy: ount and GL 

codes with on-screen lookup feature - on sereen help - 75 page user manual - afler sale support 

Prices (SAM Coupe/Elite - all models): PBS - £19.95; PBS Budget module - £9.95; PBS 

Final Accounts (POA). Versions are available for other computers eg BBC, CPC, QL, PC 
PBS I for the Spectrum (all models) on cassette, microdrive, PlusD/Disciple and Opus for £12. 

Hilton Computer Services Ltd. 3 Suffolk Drive, Guildford, Surrey, GU4 7FD 

or phone 0483 578983 and pay on receipt of order. (‘requires MasexDOSIMaserDASIC) 
Buy with confidence - over 12 years in business: other products available - send SAE for details, 
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BASICally Speaking.. 
Part 11. 

It’s time to rig up your computer to 
some magnetically shielded, three way, 
reflex, wide frequency range, AC 
suspension, 120W power handling 
speakers since this month we are 
covering sound. 

In fact, connecting your computer to 
your hi-fi isn’t as barmy as it sounds. 48k 
Spectrums produce sound out of the ear 
socket (avoiding that awful speaker), +2 
and +3 Spectrums have a sound socket 
(labelled tape on the +3 I believe), and 
SAM’s produce stereo sound out of the 
Light Per/Gun socket, In each case, I'm 
sure someone can produce a suitable lead 
for your requirements. Anything is 
better than the sound you get through 
the TV system. 
Sound can be very useful. A confirming 

pip or a warning beep are a quick and 
easy way of telling the user how things 
are going. We produce sounds using the 
BEEP command. It is followed by two 
numbers or numerical expressions. The 
first number is the duration, the second 
is the pitch, The pitch is set so that 
middle C is zero, C sharp is one, D is two 
and so on... You can gain an octave by 
adding twelve to the number, and lose an 
octave by subtracting twelve from the 
pitch, (See the illustration at the foot of 

By:- David Finch. 

this page.) Try these:- 
Confirming pip - BEEP 0.05,12 
Warning beep - BEEP 0.5, -12 
‘Yes’ sound - BEEP .05,0:BEEP .1,12 

‘No’ sound - BEEP .1,0:BEEP .2,-12 

I am proud to say that my musical 
skills are as good as my drawing skills, 
but never mind. It is possible to ‘seem’ 
like you are playing more than one note 
at a time by playing the notes for short 
intervals and repeatedly (although the 
effect in Basic is aurally poor). Try the 
following program, and don't worry about 
the READ and DATA bits if you don't 
understand since we will be covering 
them soon (they simply state what notes 
are played in this example). 

10 FOR a=1 10 8 
20 READ b: READ c 
30 FOR d=1 10 7 
40 BEEP 0.01,b 
50 BEEP 0.01,C 
60 NEXT d 
‘70 NEXT a 
80 DATA 0,0,0,4,0,7,0,12,12,12 

112, 16,12, 19,12, 24 
The word ‘musical’ could hardly be 

used to describe that, but you can use 
your imagination to see how that could 
be used for a real tune. 
The usual way to write music using 

BEEP is to simply program a series of 
BEEP commands. However, you should COD 
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be aware that there is no way of 
detecting a key press while a BEEP is in 
progress. With a series of BEEPs the user 
would have to wait until the music has 
stopped before doing anything, or press 
BREAK and quit to the Basic list. The 
point I am trying to make is that if you 
have a merry tune of ‘My Old Man’s a 
Dustman’ at the start of your program 
which takes a few minutes to play, you 
should have a GOsUB between every 
BEEP to detect a key press (and quit if 
necessary) 80 a user can skip the music, 

‘A problem with writing a series of 
BEEP commands is that if you want to 
change the tempo (speed) or the key, 
then you would have to change each and 
every BEEP command (which is more 
tedious than watching Neighbours in the 
afternoon when you have seen it at 

lunchtime). Try this (adapted from the 
48k Spectrum Manual. 

10 LET cal: LET ke0 
20 BEEP c,k:BEEP c,k+2:BEEP c/ 

2,k+3:BEEP c/2,k+2:BEEP c,0 
30 BEEP c,k:BREP c,k+2:BEEP c/ 

2,k+3:BEEP c/2,k+2:BEEP c,0 

(NOTE: For line 30 simply copy line 20) 
40 BEEP c,k+3:BEEP c,k+5:BEEP 

2%c, k+7 
50 BEEP c,k+3:BEEP c,k+5:BEEP 

2%c,k+7_ (Copy line 40) 
60 BEEP 0.75*%c,k+7:BEEP c/4,8 

BEEP ¢/2,7:BEEP c/2.5:BEEP 
/2,3 

70 BEEP 0.75%c,k+7:BEEP c/4,8; 
BEEP c/2,7:BEEP c/2.5:BEEP 
¢/2,3 (Copy line 60) 

80 BEEP c,k:BEEP c,k-5:BEEP 2* 
ck 

90 BEEP c,k:BEEP k-5:BEEP 2* 
c,k (Copy line 80) 

If you want to speed it up you should 
reduce c (which stands for Crotchet- the 
length of one beat). You can change the 
key by changing k. So by using c/2 as the 
note length we get a quaver (half beat) 
and 2c you get a minim (two beats, 1 
think), You could even LeT qac/2 at the 

start and place a ‘q’ for the note length 
every time you want a cuaver. I think 
you get the idea... 

If you have some kind of musical 
instrument you should have a go at 
programming some well known tunes by 
ear (and trial and error). 1 remember 
spending ages with my mum trying to 
get Eastenders to play on my 128k 
Speccy. It is a lot easier to write music 
on the 128k since you type in the actual 
letters of the notes rather than numbers, 
and you can play up to three notes at 
once (three channels). To do this you 
must use the PLAY command, which is 
not available in 48k Basic or SAM users. 
In fact, I think the PLAY command is the 
only time that Spectrum 128k Basic is 
much better than SAM Basic so you 
128k-ers should be proud of your 
command! 

‘You use PLAY with up to three strings, 
‘These strings can be given in quotes, or 
as a string expression, For example:~ 

10 LET a$="cdefgab" 
20 LET b§="CDEFGAB" 
30 PLAY a$,b$ 

Is the same as: 
10 PLAY “cdefgab", "CDEFGAB" 

Is the same as: 
10 LET a$="cde" 
20 PLAY a$+"fgab","CDEFGAB" 

Ete. 

Quite obviously, the letters A to G 
(upper anD lower case) correspond to the 
respective notes. ‘The upper case is 
always one octave above the lower case 
(so you have access to two octaves at a 
time), You can change the octave of the 
notes by adding a capital O followed by 
the number of the octave (from 1 to 8, 
although in octave one the lower case 
notes don’t sound too good). The default 
octave value is five 80... 

10 PLAY "c" 
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or 10 PLAY “O5e" 
or 10 PLAY "o4c" 
will play note c in octave 5, whereas... 

10 PLAY "ode" 
will play c in an octave below. 
You can play a sharp note by preceding 

it with a # symbol and you can play a flat 
note by preceding it with a $ symbol (non 
musicians may not realise that C sharp 
is the same note as D flat - ie. they are 
half way between the notes, sharp being 
above, flat below) 

So far the music can only play 
crotchets (one beat notes). To change the 
length of the notes being played you 
should simply insert a number into the 
string where the note length is to be 
changed, and from then on the notes will 
be that length. For example, if you insert 
a 8 then all the following notes will be 
quavers, until another change is made 
(for example a 5 would change it back to 
a crotchet). The following table list the 
numbers that you need... 

Note 
Semi Quaver (1/4 beat) 
Quaver (1/2 beat) 
Crotchet (1 beat) 
Minim (2 beats) 
Breve (4 beats) 

If you have just set something else (for 
example, the octave) and then want to 
change the npte length you may try thi 

10 PLAY "043" 
To play a quaver, c one octave down, 

but to the computer that reads as if you 
want to change the octave to number 43 
(which would be out of range). Instead 
you must insert a capital N before the 
number for the note length, so the 
correct line would be... 

10 PLAY "O4N3c" 
‘There is no need to insert the N if the 
note length number follows a letter, Also, 

Ser | 

you can create a note three beats long by 
inserting the note length as follows... 

10 PLAY "5_3c" 
This simply combines a crotchet (5) with 
a quaver (3) to make the note length one 
and a half beats long. 

‘You can insert a rest using a & symbol. 
‘The length of the note is set in the same 
way as the notes are. 

‘Also, you can change the tempo of your 
symphony by inserting a T followed by a 
number in your string. I think the 
default is 120 (although I can't check this 
since I don’t have access to a 128k 
manual, sorry). 
And finally for SAM owners, you have 

‘a six channel stereo sound chip to play 
with. You can control it with the SOUND 
command, which is followed by two 
parameters which communicate to the 
sound registers. The register to which 
you are talking to goes first, followed by 
the data being given to the register. You 
are communicating directly to the sound 
chip s0 it is very technical and anyone 
brave enough to try should consult the 
technical manual (then write an article 
for Format to explain it!). However, you 
are not limited to the BEEP command 
yet, so all is not lost. If you want to 
produce decent music on your SAM you 
should buy either the Sound Machine or 
E Tracker. E Tracker is superior so 
naturally I have Sound Machine. These 
programs make composing and entering 
music much easier and you can play the 
music in your Basic programs under 
interrupt control (so that your Basic 
program still runs while the music 
plays). It is all explained in the manuals, 
so all I will say is that if you want music 
in your SAM Basic programs then get 
one of these, Now. 

Bye bye for now. 
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KOBRAHSOFT 
Spectrum & Sam Coupé Utilities 

‘SAM DICE DISC UTILITY. 
Ver. 1.1 compatible with MasterDOS, Features READ, BACKUP, RECOVER erased filevlost data, REPAIR 
directories, DISC CHECK, LOCK OUT bad sectors, SEARCH for sting, RENAME files, FORMAT all or just 
‘one track. Price:- £14.95 on disc, plus £0.48 P&P. 
CD2 TAPE TO SAM DISC UTILITY. 
Transfer THE VAST MAJORITY of your Spectrum tapes to SAM disc. Gives superb Spectrum tap 
compatibility. VERY EASY to use. Price:= £10.98 on disc, plus £0.48 P&P. 
SAM Z80 MACHINE CODE COURSE, 
Learn how to program your SAM Coupe in machine code, FULL course, suitable for al, with an assembler and 
Aisassembler, Price:- £20.00, plus £0.74 P&P, 
SP7 TAPE TO +3 DISC UTILITY. 
‘Transfer Spectrum tapes to +3 disc. Now comes with a BEGINNER'S manual, an ADVANCED user's manual 
and an Enerypter demo tape, Also a superb DISC CATALOGUER. Will now transfer FULL 128K programs 
Includes SP7 Companion - shows how to transfer many games. Price:- £14.95, plus £0.74 P&P. 
GH1 GAMES HACKER UTILITY. 
‘Shows you how to isolate the code from any game witha view to looking for infinite lives, names ete. Also shows 
You the tricks the professionals use. Provides hours of interest and fan, Comes with full manual which explains 
the routine involved. Price: £14.9, plus £0.54 P. 
DMS +3 DISC MANAGEMENT SYSTEM. 
[NEW version 1.1, now with printout, high capacity formats AND extended directories, Organize all your disc 
files. LARGE database; FAST search, EASY t0 use. Price: £14.95, plus £0.48 P&P, 
D.LC.E. +3 DISC UTILITY. 
NEW Version 3.0 with high capacity format, data printout and disassembler, LOCK OUT faulty sectors, 
RECOVER erased Sles and much more. Very eazy {0 use "An encllent package", CRASH Oct88, Price 
£14.95 on dise, plus £0.45 P&P. 
‘SPECTRUM MACHINE CODE COURSE. 
FULL course from beginner to advanced level. Applies to ALL Spectrums. Suitable even for the compete 
‘beginner. FREE disassembler and Editor/Assembler.Peicet- £20.00, plus £0.74 P&P, 
DB2 +3 DISC BACKUP UTILITY. 
Backup +3 PROTECTED discs to DISC or TAPE, EASY to use, handles Multi-Loads and now even MORE 
discs. Price:- £1495 on dise, plus £0.45 P&P. 
PLUS 3 DIARY AND FILING SYSTEM. 
New Version 1.1 with fll printout. Superb filing systen/diary/database for the +3 with LARGE database, fast 
Searchretrieve and also Biorhythms. Price:- £12.98 on dis, plus £0.48 P&P. 
STILL AVAILABLE: 
‘SDS Tape to MD utility; SO5 Tape to Opus utility; MT1_M/D Toolkit; SWI Tape to Wafadrive utility; CT2 
Sam Tape uility; SMI Multface Suite: SP7 Companion Vol. 2; SC7 tape backup utility - plese ring for FULL 
details 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE - BUY WITH CONFIDENCE. 
UPDATES: Send old disc, tape ete, Plus % new price for latest version, 

Send cheque/P.O. to: KOBRAHSOFT, Dept. F, Pleasant View, Hulme Lane, 
Hulme, Longton, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs, ST3 SBH. 

Postage UK as above, Europe add £1 per item, others add £2 per item, Send SAE ("x") for detailed FREE 
catalogue. Please mark envelope "ENQUIRY" 

KN FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE PHONE 0782 305244, 
ACCESS and VISA welcome - please phone above number 

(24 Hour, 7 Day Service for FAST Mail Order) 
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In response to your frequent pleas for 
listings, I would like to present ‘Hunting 
the Wumpus ’, A small game that I first 
found in ‘The First Book Of KIM’ by Jim 
Butterfield, Stan Ockers and Eric Renke. 
It was, I understand, developed from a 
game by Gregory Yob in ‘The Best Of 
Creative Computing’. 
My version of the program is written in 

SAM Basic but could be converted to 
Spectrum Basic quite easily by changing 
the procedures into subroutines called by 
GOSUB. 

‘The Wumpus, a nasty creature, lives in 
a series of connected caves. There is also 
a bottomless pit, and two Yuks. Should 
you tread on a Yuk, you will be hurled 
into another cave. Bumping into the 

Wumpus or falling into the pit is instant 
death. 
However you have a Cream Bun, if you 

throw the bun to the Wumpus you will 
win the game. Should you miss then you 
are dead. 

This program can be developed with 
graphics and sound. More hazards and 
rewards added, even a new storyline, 

‘The C$ can be divided into 20 
segments of 4. The first letter is the 
current location. The next three letters 
are the connected caves and are found by 
the string slicing in lines 210, 220 and 
230. 

10 REM HUNTING THE WwUMPUS 
20 REM From THE FIRST BOOK OF 

KIM. by Jim Butterfield,s 
tan Ockers,Eric Renke 
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By:- Frank Evan: 
30 REM Based on a game by Gre 

gory Yob in the Best of Cr 
eative Computing. 

40 REM SAM BASIC adaptation b 
y Frank Evans 

50 POKE SVAR 618,8: MODE 4 
60 LET c$="ABEFBACNCBDLDCEJEA 

DHFAGOGFHQUEGIIEIJRIDIKKILS 
‘LCKMMLNONBMOOFNPPNOTOGPRRI 
QSSKRTTMPS" 

70 place 
80 play 
90 INPUT "Another game? (¥/N) 

“1a8 
100 IF g$="¥" THEN GOTO 70 
110 STOP 
120 DEF PROC place 
130 LET wumpus=RND(19)+1 
140 LET yuk1*RND(19)¢1: IF yuk 

iswumpus THEN GOTO 130 
150 LET yuk2eRND(19)+1: IF yuk 

Qnwumpus OR yuk2=yukl THEN 
Goro 130 

160 LET bp=RND(19)+1: IF bp=wu 
mpus OR bp=yukl OR bp=yuk2 
THEN GOTO 130 

170 LET mugeRND(19)+1: IF mug= 
wumpus OR mugsyuki OR mugs 
yuk2 OR mugsbp THEN GOTO 1 
30 

180 END PROC 
190 DEF PROC play 

210 LET ti=copE cf ( (mug*4)-2)- 

220 LET t2eCODE c$((mug*4)-1)- 

230 LET t3=CODE c$(mug*4)-64 
240 PRINT "You are in cave 

3 lead to cav 
apm syt3 

260 IF wumpuset1 OR wumpus=t2 
OR t3=wumpus THEN PRINT + 
PRINT “The WUMPUS is near 
by." 

270 IF yukist1 OR yukl=t2 oR y 
uklet3 THEN PRINT : PRINT 
“Watch out for YUKS!!!* 



280 IF yuk2et1 OR yuk2«t2 OR y 
uk2=t3 THEN PRINT : PRINT 
Watch out for YUKS!!!" 

PRINT " You missed and t 
he WOMPUS in cave ";wumpus 
“eats you. You are DEAD. 

290 IF bp=ti OR bp=t2 OR bp=t3 
THEN PRINT : PRINT “DANGE 420 END PROC 

R BOTTOMLESS PIT!!" 430 DEF PROC bp 
300 INPUT "Enter 0 to throw cr 440 PRINT : PRINT "You fell in 

@am bun or choose a cave to a bottomless pit. You a 
number. "7q re dead." 

310 IF q<>0 AND q<>t1 AND qeot 450 PAUSE 100 
2 AND q<>t3 THEN GOTO 300 460 END PROC 

320 IF q=0 THEN bun: GOTO 370 470 DEF PROC bump 
330 IF qmyukl OR q=yuk2 THEN y 480 PRINT : PRINT "You have bu 

mped into the WUMPUS. You 
are now history." 

uk: GOTO 200 
340 IF qebp THEN bp: END PROC 
350 IF q=wumpus THEN bump: END 490 END PROC 

PROC 500 DEP PROC yuk 
360 LET mug=q: GOTO 200 510 PRINT : PRINT "You fool. ¥ 
370 END PROC ou trod ona YUK. You w 
380 DEF PROC bun ill now be hurled into a 
390 INPUT “Into which cave? "; different cave." 

q 520 LET mugsRND(19)+2 
400 IF qewumpus THEN PRINT : P 530 IP mugsyukl OR mugsyuk2 OR 

RINT "You have found and p ‘mug=wumpus OR mug=bp THEN 
acified the WOMPUS. You wi GoTo 520 
nitt® 540 PAUSE 100 

410 IF q<>wumpus THEN PRINT : 550 END PROC 

* sinclair *« 
W.NRICHARDSON & CO 

(GEC) 
QL & SPECTRUM PRICES REDUCED 

QL £85 SPECTRUM +2 & +2A £70 SP+3 £80 
KEYBOARD MEMBRANES NOW AVAILABLE 
FOR SPECTRUM+ AND 128 £12 EACH. 

+ MICRODRIVE CARTRIDGES > 2 MICRODRIVE EXPANSION KIT > 
Ince mt rant |. bit con 
a stove wit ee mirodive wass 
NEW MCROOAIES. £2435 - 2 tor £40 (we comect) 

2 SPECTRUM POWER SUPPLIES 
SPECTRUM PLUS AND PLUS 2 £9.99 
BLACK PLUS 2 AND PLUS 3 £12.25 

(QTY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE) 
Tad pose Dae Dives 

(MN vis UK Hd £15. ber hme ES. CWO. oF seat edits A crane oes fo anzapery scatman TolephonoFax: 0494 871319 
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Dear Editor, 
T have owned the SAM Coupé now for 

three years, and during that time I have 
been waiting for him to GROW UP. 
As I do not play games, I need a 

computer that works fast in matters of 
Amateur Radio, Astronomy, and Video 
Enhancement. 

This the SAM will not do so I have 
been P/Ced with a 486DX2 66 
Meggasquirts. So this will mean that I 
will not be renewing my membership. 
Pity that the SAM is not 16 or 32 bit 

then with program all P/Cs will be there. 
PS, SAMs gone for scrap. 

Yours Sincerely, James Reed. 
Well, if you have over a thousand 

pounds to spend on a machine (and about 

as much again to spend on software) 
then the machine you have gone for is 
not a bad choice, But, for those of us in 
the real world, a SAM (or a Spectrum for 
that matter) is just as usable and far 
more programmable than a 486. There 
are many people using Spectrams and 
SAMs for amateur radio applications and 
alot of programs have been published in 
the past for astronomers. OK, video 
enhancement is lacking - but for that you 
need an Amiga, not a 486. As to SAM 
needing 16 or 32 bits, that is like saying 
all cars need a V12 engine, SAM has its 
place because it uses the 280. 

‘And why scrap a computer? Especially 
‘one that you could have sold for a better 
price, relative to its age and original 
purchase price, than you will ever get for 
an IBM compatible when you come to 
sell that in a few years. Ed. 

Dear Editor, 
In renewing my subscription to 

FORMAT, may I congratulate you and 
your team for the high standard you 
continue to maintain in FORMAT, and 
not least to Jon for his brilliant cartoons. 

So far as your questionnaire on the 
three most enjoyed and least enjoyed 
articles is concerned, I find that most of 
the articles, except games, are of some 
interest. ‘They may not have any 
immediate relevant use, but months or 
even years later, can be of enormous help 
in solving specific problems. 1 spend 
many hours in the park during the 
summer months reading all my back 

‘Topics that I should like to see covered 
in future issues are any items relating to 
the DISCiPLE, Tasword and Printers, 
and in particular, Bit-Image Graphics, 
which is a very grey area I can never 
fathom out from the printer manuals. 

I was about to order Vol. 1 of 
FORMAT, but I understand this is no 
longer available. Would it therefore be 
possible to reprint any items of 
particular interest in forthcoming issues 
of FORMAT? 
Keep up the good work. 

Yours Sincerely, K.H.Powley. 
‘Thank you for your kind comments, 

but don’t dismiss games - there is much 
enjoyment to be had from playing 
computer games and even more fun in 
programming them. 
We did warn people well in advance 

that we were taking volume one and two 
of FORMAT out of print (cos we just 
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don’t have the space to store them any 
more. However, we are considering 
bringing a selection of the articles 
together in a ‘Best Of book sometime in 
1995. There is still enough new stuff to 
keep FORMAT going so we can't spare 

jonthly issues, and if you 
think about it, it would not be fair to 
readers who already own the early 

Ed. 

Dear Editor, 
‘There are a couple of questions I would 

like to ask:- 
1. Has anyone any experience of using 

the Spectrum +3 with a camcorder video 
camera for the purposes of filming colour 
graphics and titles generated on the 
computer to video film. I am given to 
understand that the Amiga computer is 
able to do this. 

2. Has anyone experience on using 
Rams 4 in which the Spectrum can be 
connected to radio scanner to receive 
pictures etc., from satellites. I believe 
publishing articles on these sorts of 
activities could help members to discover 
new areas for use with the Spectrum. 

Yours Sincerely, David Studholme. 
There are a couple of video titling 

programs produced for the Spectrum 
which I have seen advertised in the video 

- but you could do everything 
from Basic. The only problem you may 
find is that the +3 UHF output may 
produce some interference unless you 
tune the camera's output away from 
channel 36. 
‘Anyone help David on the satellite 

picture front? We will pass on any letters 
you send, Ed. 
Dear Editor, 

I have subscribed to your magazine for 
over a year now and hope to continue to 
do so for some time, Any news of a 
games related mag would be welcomed. 
One of the reasons I am writing is a 

plea for help on Bloodwych - how do you 
finish the second part? We have cleared 
every part but have found no use for the 
tam gem and the blue gem other than to 
teleport into a room with a friendly man 
in it, 
Another reason I am writing is can I 

advertise any games I have written on 
the SAM in your ‘small ads’ section. 
They are original, having written them 
myself! Please reply as this has been 
bothering me for some time now. 

I have a neat trick for anyone still 
using Flash! out there. Problems are 
gained when you load a SCREENS file 
and not a Flash! file. Simply use the 
joystick to reselect controls and then 
lick on OK. Then select Mode 4 (how it 
does this is beyond me). Your screen will 
go blank but don’t fear - simply click on 
UNDO and then OK again. Your screen 
is loaded into Flash!! and all is OK. 

Yours Sincerely, Peter King. 
Never played Bloodwych, but I'm sure 

someone out there will leap to your aid 
Peter. As to your games, I would allow 
one advert in the small ads section, 
thereafter you would need to advertise 
commercially with a quarter-page advert 
(or bigger if your games start selling 
well), Ed. 
Dear Editor, 
Congratulations on another successful 

Gloucester show. I've been to all three 
now and can’t wait for the next. 

It is so nice to see so many Spectrum 
and SAM enthusiasts in one place at one 
time and to meet so many of the nice 
people who make our hobby so enjoyable. 
My one criticism? Why not every three 

months instead of every six? I for one 
would travel to Gloucester every month 
just for the chance of talking to so many 
people who share my interest. 
My thanks for all your hard work. 

Yours sincerely, Paul Masters. 
‘The shows do take a lot of organizing 
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Paul, and I must admit I have to give 
Jenny time off after each one to recover 
her strength (before we start tidying the 
office). But we do love to see everybody. 
One idea I have been planning is to 

organize a local computer club, meeting 
once a month here in Gloucester, and 
with its meeting dates and times 
published so anyone from a greater 
distance who just happens to be passing 
can drop in, Anyone interested drop me a 
line and, if there are more than a 
handful, I will look round for a suitable 
place to meet. 

I know there are already a couple of 
groups that get together (Ashford being 
the biggest I think) so if people would 
like to drop me a line I will publish 
details of local group meetings so you can 
attract more people. Ed. 

Dear Editor, 
‘That computer show, on the 22nd of 

October was a complete load of rubbish! 
It was an utter rip-off! 

It takes five hours to get from where I 
live to Gloucester by train and over £30 
for the train ticket. But I thought it 
would be worth it to see a Spectrum and 
SAM computer show, 

But when I arrived it was a complete 
disappointment. There was nothing at 
all for the Spectrum apart from a few 
second-hand games. The main reason I 
went was for Spectrum hardware, such 
as a new disc drive, but there wasn’t any 
hardware at all for the Spectrum! 

I then decided to buy a few games for 
my SAM Coupé. I went to the Fred 
stand and asked if he had Lemmings on 
tape. He looked at me as if I was some 
kind of mental person, He said you can't 
get SAM games on tape. Well why not! I 
haven't got any disc drives on my SAM 
so I use tape. Why can't I buy games for 
it on tape? 

I didn't stay there for more than an 
hour and all I bought was a packet of 3 
inch discs and a few Microdrive 

cartridges. 
‘You should rename the show ‘The SAM 

disc only user show’, 
PS This letter was printed using 

‘Tasword on a Spectrum+3 NOT a SAM 
Coupé. 

Yours Sincerely, Ray Johnson, 
Did you go to the same show as the 

rest of us Ray? There were at least three 
stands selling Spectrum games (on tape) 
and S.D,Software launched their new 
Midi Sequencing program (on disc). 
Yes, there was no SAM tape software, 

there has not been for over three years to 
the best of my knowledge. Companies 
stopped doing it because tape users 
dwindled to such a small number that it 
was no longer commercially viable to 
produce tapes. I can’t understand why 
you were so surprised not to be able to 
buy SAM tapes. 
Since 1987 the move has been towards 

dise on the Spectrum. Disc has always 
dominated the SAM market - loading 
256K games from tape took so long that 
2 dise drive was the first purchase an 
early SAM user made if he did not buy it 
with his Coupé Ed. 
Dear Editor, 

‘The standard of English in FORMAT 
in places is appalling! Surely you could 
re-write some of the letters to include 
capital letters? And you should know its 
disk, short for ‘diskette’ not disc! Also, 
‘thank you’ and ‘on to’ are phrases of two 
words! 

I would like to see Games in future 
issues of FORMAT, when you switched 
over to full DTP, you said you'd be able 
to manage a few more pages. I'm sure 
no-one would object if you slipped the 
‘odd review tips section in - much more 
practical than starting up a whole new 
magazine from scratch! 

Yours Sincerely, Mark Sturdy, 
First, we try not to edit letters too 

much, we like people to say things in 
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their own words. 
Secondly, while not claiming to be 

perfect, we have had many letters 
congratulating us on our clear use of 
English, To take one of your examples 
‘onto’ and ‘on to’ have two different 
meanings, ‘On to’ is used when the 
meaning of the two words is separate, 
ie. when ‘on’ is a full adverb (expressing 
movement), so that verb + on has an 
independent force from to + noun/ 
pronoun. “Thank you’ and ‘thankyou’ are 
equally valid, although you could choose 
which you use because they provide a 
slightly different emphasis to each other. 
As to disc, that ‘every perennial’ cause 

of conflict again. In English, the word is 
DISC, it describes the round plate (disc) 
of material onto which data is written, 
‘The plastic cover is, correctly, termed a 
‘diskette’. However, FORMAT adopted 
DISC for two reasons, first we are an 
English magazine, and secondly because 
the product the user group INDUG was 
formed to support - the MGT DISCIPLE - 
also used the same spelling. 
‘And yes, I would like to expand 
FORMAT the trouble is that costs are 
against us. To print a bigger issue costs 
more, but the big increase is in the cost 
of postage - an extra 10p per copy if we 
added just a few extra pages. Sorry, but 
unless you do your bit in helping to 
expand FORMAT readership we seem to 
be stuck at 40 pages as a maximum. Ed. 

I don’t know about our English being 
appalling but your handwriting leaves a 
lot to be desired. It took me ages to 
decipher what you had written in your 
notes as I typed them in. 

‘Added to that, you didn’t put your 
membership number on the renewal 
notice. So, when I had the time, I started 
fa search through the database to find 
you, using your postcode as a search key. 
Tcouldn’t find it. 
Your renewal had to go into our 

hold-back file until, fortunately, you 
telephoned to say that you had received 
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another renewal notice with your 
November issue, at which time you I was 
able to get your membership number 
from you. 
Why had I not been able to find you on 

our database? Because, again, I couldn't 
read your handwriting and so tapped in 
a wrong letter in your postcode. 
So there! stick that in your pipe and 

smoke it! Jenny. 

Oh Boy! Sorry gentle readers, but I 
had to let Jenny have her say as well. 
But please, everyone, if you do 

handwrite letters or forms, print clearly 
0 there can be no mistakes. Bob. 
Dear Editor, 
‘Thought I'd write you a short note 

about the Gloucester Gathering. Yes I 
know it was a few weeks ago now, but 
Tve only just remembered a thought that 
struck me whilst I was there, more of 
that in a moment. 

It was the first of these events that I'd 
attended and, I have to say, it seemed an 
awful long way to go (to Gloucester) 
though I realise from listening to people 

chatting away there that I hadn't 
travelled as far as some people. [You can 
say that again Matthew, we had people 
come all the way from The Netherlands 
and even I had to travel all of halfa mile 
to get there.) 

I was surprised how few people were 
there, but on reflection I guess many 
people visited throughout the day, but 
(like me) didn’t stay for more than a few 
hours. It would be interesting to know 
how many people did attend. 

It was really good to see so many 
organisations producing good new 
software for the Spectrum/SAM but, 
having finally finished reading the three 
volumes of FORMAT back issues I 
bought on the day I am struck by the 
lack of new hardware for the SAM. 
Whatever happened to the digitiser and 
sampler that you used to be able to get? 

‘On to my suggestion then 

Having spent a lot of money just to get 
to Gloucester I soon found on the day 
that [Td run out of money. 
Unfortunately, (and inevitably) there 
were still things I wanted to buy, but I 
reasoned that I'd have to add them to my 
growing list of things to acquire as funds 
allow. 

Unfortunately, I do not know how to 
contact some of the organizations 
represented at the show, so (fanfare) why 
don't you produce an exhibitors directory 
for these gatherings in future so that 
visitors (like myself) will know - a) who 
these people actually are and b) how to 
get in touch with them after the event. 

Well that’s about all for now, except to 
say thank you for organising the event, I 
don't know how regularly I'll be able to 
attend in future but I shall try to get to 
any future gatherings as often as 
possible. It was worth it just to meet you 
all at last (having spoken on the phone 
so many times). 
Yours Sincerely, Matthew Gallagher. 
‘Thanks for coming Matthew, it was 

nice to meet you on the day. Yes, 
attendance was a down on the first two 
shows but that was due to the terrible 
weather forecasts the day before. I'm 
booking good weather for the next one. 
Most of the exhibitors advertise in 

FORMAT. We did consider a show guide 
for the first show but decided that until 
we start filling a bigger hall it was not 
worth it. 

‘And why not cut down on the cost of 
getting to Gloucester by contacting a few 
people in your area and arranging to 
share transport. Ed. 

Dear Editor, 

‘Thank you, I have recently received 
my first copy of FORMAT now that | am 
1 full member of INDUG. The day after 
I sent my subscription of £12 my 
Associate News arrived in which you 
offered me a reduced subscription rate of 
£10, does this now mean that I am £2 in 

credit? 
1, like Alan Sharvell (letters FORMAT 

Vol 8 No 2) have inherited my Spectrums 
(two ZX+2 (grey case)), one connected to 
PLUS D the other to a ZX Interface One 
and Microdrives), from my grandchildren 
and am still only a novice at this 
computing fame, learning all the time 
from colleagues and of course FORMAT, 
my main usage is with Tasword and 
PROTITLER for producing titles for my 
family home video's. 

Please may I ask a couple or so 
questions? Is it possible to connect an 
ditional interface to the PLUS D so as 
to use the mouse (with OCP Art-Studio) 
and other peripherals, would the West 
Coast W1109 TWO" achieve this, if not I 
wonder what, and from whom? What is 
required to connect my two Spectrums 
and my Panasonic KX-P1180 printer to 
allow each to operate independently to 
the one printer? Is it possible to transfer 
my Tasword Plus Two, Tas-Sign and Art 
Studio from cassette to disc, to operate 
with the PLUS D? Can you let me know 
what software/items you have available 
for Spectrum/PLUS D_ with prices, 
especially Utility Disc #1, and let me 
know what the programmes do? 

I too have had dealings with J & P 
Electronics of Kidderminster for a 
Spectrum repair, I found them most 
helpful, very competitive, no fixed price 
repairs, charges based on work required, 
a free quotation can be obtained prior to 
‘any work and a very speedy service (in 
workshop on Friday, completed and out 
on the following Monday). I have no 
other connection with this company 
other than a satisfied customer, I also 
think an advert from them would 
certainly benefit members. 

Finally, (and thank goodness he says!) 
I unfortunately could not attend your 3rd 
show, but do not intend to miss the next 
one, when and where is it please? 

‘Thanking you in anticipation. 
Yours Sincerely, Deryck R.J.Morris. 
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‘A lot of items for just one letter, but 
here goes. 

‘The special subscription rate only 
applied to people who replied to the 
special offer, sorry, but offers have to 
have a start and an end somewhere and 
there is always someone who falls 
‘outside the scope of the offer. 

‘The TWO" is for the SAM, what you 
need is one of the Currah Micro-Slots, a 
hard Y connector. Try B.G.Services, they 
may be able to sell you one, Whether it 
will allow any particular piece of 
hardware to work with the PLUS D is 
another question, Some items will, some 
will not. 

TW+2 and the 48K version of Art 
Studio can be converted using the 
software we sell. Each conversion 
program costs £4.50 including P&P and 
is supplied on tape for use with 
DISCIPLE or PLUS D disc systems. 
TAS-SIGN can be converted by following 
the instructions in its manual for 
conversion to Microdrive. 
Our Utility dise was reviewed in 

FORMAT volume 6 issue 12 if you want 
to read up on it. 
The next Gloucester show will be in 

April (or possibly early May) and will be 
at the usual venue, Ed. 

rs may be shortened or edited to 
fit on these pages although we try to 
edit as little as possible. 
‘This 6 YOUR leters page #0 It up to you to fH wit 

Ietrostng things. Come on, gt wilting, any sujet even recta 
felted to computers. Just Koop tings a8 stort as yOU can 80 wo 
an Min as many as possble ouch more Pleat wrt clea oF 
ype yas ltrs. Send them to Bw Adress on page 3 OF ax em 

Continued from page 19. 
1. If you don’t wish to page-in the 

PLUS D ROM then Command Code 57 
can be used to print a character held in 
the A register via the RSTS instruction 
(note: the HL,BC & DE registers should 
be saved before making such a call). 

2. Ifthe PLUS D ROM is paged in then 
characters held in the A register can be 
printed by CALL 3594 which is the 
PLUS D print sub-routine. 

‘That is all for this month. Please keep 
sending in your problems/answers to the 
following addresses:- 

Anything SAM or General Purpose:- 
Ray Bray (Format Help Page), 
Spring Cottage, Bourne Close, 
Porton, Salisbury, Wilts, SP4 OLL. 

Mike Atkins (Format Help Page), 
70, Rudgwick Drive, 
Bury, Lancashire, BL8 1YE. 

Please remamber that If You want any disewprintouta ete 
returned thon you rust include an SAE. 

LIMITED STOCK 

MICROVITEC CUB 
MONITORS 

R.G.B. TTL INPUT 
£99.95 plus £10 carriage 
FREE LEAD SUPPLIED 

FOR SAM 
SPECTRUM 128/+2/+3 OR QL 

(Plea ech mpl you ede) 

CUMANA 5.25" 40/80 TRACK} 
DISC DRIVE 

SELF POWERED WITH 
LEAD FOR USE WITH 

PLUS D/BBC ETC. 
£25.00 plus £3.00 p&p. 

J.R.C. Computer Repairs. 
2, Forge Cottage, High Street, 
EWELME, Oxon, OX10 6HQ. 

‘Tel/Pax 0491 834403. 

SOFTWARE 
‘SAM Coupé Software On 3%" Disc 

PCG's DTP PACK, The famous package Including 
WordMaster, TypeLiner, HeadLiner. Complete on 
disc for SAM, R.A.P. £37.60, SPECIAL READER'S 
BONUS ~ Now includes 2 extra font packs worth 
£15.90 bringing the total pack value to £53.40. 
Order Code: SCD-04 Price: £24.95 
COLOUR DUMP. Screen dump software to work 
with Epson compatible colour printers. RAP £10. 
Order Code: SCD-05 Price: £5.95 

SAMSPEC SOFTWARE 
‘SAM + Spectrum versions on ana disc 
(oo ¥ack.nh or 4 - pleas stat on order) 

FONT LIBRARY, 100 screen fonts plus support 
‘software, easy to use on elther computer.Special 
+3 disc available (Spectrum fles only). RAP £8.95 
Order Code: SSD-01 
MONEY MANAGER, Advanced porsonal budgeting 
system for both machines. Spectrum version needs 
128K/+2 (not +2a oF +3). RAP £15.95 
Order Code: SSD-02 Price: £9.95 

Unioss oterwiso indented those aro OISCIPLE/ PLUS O 
‘rogram, Pease sate 3" oF 8" dc (80 ack ony) on order. 
ARTIST.2. The best art package ever written for 
the Spectrum, 48K and 126K versions on the same 
dise. With page-maker and utlity software. Full 
manual. RAP £19.95 
Order Code: SPD-01 Price: £14.95 

Six of the best and most useful 
disc utilities for DISCIPLE or PLUS D. Added bonus 
program - not to be missed. RAP £9.95 
Order Code: SPD-02 Price: £6.95 
PCG's DTP PACK. The famous package including 
WordMaster, Typetiner, HeadLiner. R.R.P. £37.50. 
SPECIAL READER'S BONUS - Now includes 2 
‘extra font packs worth £15.90 bringing the total 
pack value to £53.40. 
Order Code: SPD-04 Price: £24.95 
‘Special 3° disc version for +3 
Order Code: SPD-04C ——Price: £29.95 

HARDWARE 
‘SPL-SAM's Printer Interface, A full feature parailol 
(Centronics) printer intertace, Totally compatible 
with SAM's FIOM and DOS printing routines and 
with utility programs like FLASH, Word-processors, 
‘etc. Uses standard BBC type lead (see below). 
RAP £24.95 
Order Code: SP! Price: £19.95 

READERS SERVICES 
PRINTER LEAD, Top quality paral printer lead 
(BBC standard). 2 meters long. For use with 
DISCIPLE, PLUS D or SAM. RRP £10.95 
Order Code: PPL-01 Price: £7.95 
+3_PRINTER LEAD, For +3 or +2a. RAP £12.95 
Order Code: PPL-02 Price: £9.95 
DUC LEAD For uso with DISCIPLE or PLUS D. 
This ‘Dueling Up Cable’ allows two disc drives to be 
attached without the need for opening one drive to 
alter its ID, Allows you to switch drives to even out 
ware without opening cases. RAP £16.95 
‘Order Code: DUC-01 Price: £11.95 

(Othor loads can be made to ordor 
‘sond details and SAE for quote) 

‘SAM COUPE TECHNICAL MANUAL Version 3, 
The real inside info on SAM. No SAM is complete 
without one. RAP £16.95 
Order Code: STM-01 Price: £12.95 

EQRMATBACK-ISSUES 
Volumes 1 and 2 are no longer available, Volumes 
3 and 4 of FORMAT are now available only as 
complete volumes. 
Order Code: FBI-V3 (Vol.3) Price: £12.00 
Order Code: FBI-V4 (Vol.4) Price: £12.00 

from Volume 5 N® 1 to the latest issue, 
lable separately, To order just quote the 

N®. Price: £1.50 each, (5 or more 
£1.25 por copy). 

EQRMATBINDERS: 
Hardcover binders to protect your valuable 
magazines. Each will hold 12 copies of FORMAT 
(or any other AS magazines or manuals). Copios 
held in place by wires that just spring out for easy 
insertion or removal. Sorry, but we can't guarantee 
{specific colour (although we will ry). 
Order Code: FMB-01 Price: £4.50 
ORDERING Al prices Include UK p&p, overseas 
readers ploaso add 10% to for extra postage. 
Cleary stale Ordet Code, Product desertion, Quantity regired 
‘and Price. Reamer 10 #09 any postage and dont frget you 
Membership Number of we cai process you order, Payment in 
[STERLING by Cheque (Sawn on a UK bark), P.O. Euro Cheque 
‘1 Cash. Mak choques payable to FORMAT. \t.semaemaopa at cet. Sand to FORMAT’ address on 
Doge 3 Normally patch i at ho 6ame Ee as your nox ise, 
Sr FORMAT. Wo wit ct be Meld labo for tay OF noredetvery 
(de io cecunalanos Deyn OU Cont 
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